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Technology, l\lanufactured Exports and Cc;mpr-titiveness 

Summary of Findings 

• Amongst the many changes in the structure of the international eco11omy in the recent past, 
two in particular are important to an understanding o~ the way technological factors affect 
competitiveness of developing countries' manufacturing sector. First. nearly all developing 
countries have greatly reduced levels of protection and openeJ their economies to 
international trade and investment Second, technological change ;n industry has ;>robably 
accelerated in the last twenty years, and under the influence of new technologies has 
certainly influenced many more sectors than in the past - some of them sectors whirh used 
to be regarded as technologically ·slow moving' and which play an important part in early 
industrialisation in developing countries. 

• 9The last twenty years have seen a remarkable expansion of manufactured exports from 
developing countries. More than a third of the 118 countries for which we were able to 
establish internationally comparable data, show a significant growth trend for 
manufactured exports. In this group are some of the most populous countries in the world 
- China, India, Indonesia and Pakistan. Manufactured exports grew more rapidly in the 
1970's than in the 1980's, largely because of weakening demand in the industrial countries 
in the latter period. 

• At the same time there is a large number of countries whose entry into manufactured 
export trade has been limited and sporadic. All the sub-Saharan economies appear to 
belong to this group as do most Latin American co1Jntries. 

• Countries which have had high growth rates of manufactured exports - and which we 
therefore defined as internationally competitive - do not necessarily owe their 
competitiveness to technological factors. High export growth rates are just as much 
associated with low productivity growth as with high. Countries with high export growth 
and low productivity growth - like Mauritius and Sri Lanka - have fccused their export 
development ·on sectors in which they have established strong static comparative 
advantages. Latin American countries show similar patterns, usually associated with 
natural reso~rce based industrialisation. Other countries - for example Korea anci 
Singapore, along with China, India, Indonesia. Malaysia, Pakistan, and Thailand - rnay be 
described as being on a high productivity growth path. The contrast between these two 
types of export oriented growth path can be overdrawn. Obviously most countries - even 
the most technologically dynamic - show features of each. However, the notion of 
distinctive growth paths reflects an important reality. The majority of deveioping countries 
which have riot experienced export growth in a significarit way, show little sign of growth 
of productivity in manufacturing 

• These different types of growth path are distinguis:1ed - although not always very clearly -
by different patterns of structural change within manufacturing p~oduction. Countries with 



high productivity gro\\1h have. in many cases. shown shitts in production a\,·ay from the 
technologically simple (and generally labour intensive) sectors towards technologically 
more sophisticated production. in sectors like electrical machinery (including electronics). 
non-electrical machinery and transport equipment. Higher rates of gro'"1h of producti\·ity 
have been associated with shifts in production and trade to sectors where value-added per 
worker is not only higher than in the less sophisticated sectors, but also tends to grO\v 
faster. The large group of economies which have not e:\.perienced a sus!ained expansion of 
manufactured exports, have not shown any clear trends toward~ rising productivities nor 
towards struct1.1ral change in production. 

• There is some tendency for the low productivity gr0\\1h path to be associated with 
5ituations of general labour surplus in the economy, in the way econom;c theory would 
suggest. However, in most of the high productivity gro\\1h economies. the shift towards 
more sophisticated technologies - which is termed "technological upgrading' - took place 
well before the full absorption of excess labour. Furthermore - either as a cause or as an 
outcome of this early shift in technologies - real wages started to rise in the high 
productivity gro;.\1h economies before the full absorption of surplus labour. 

• There is a relatio;iship between the rate of grov.1h of value-added producfrvity and the rate 
of gro\\1h of real earnings per worker. Countries which have experienced higher rates of 
gro\\1h of labour productivity Lave also - by and large - had higher rates of grov.1h of real 
earnings per worker in the manufacturing sector. Consequently amongst the more 
succ~ssful manufactured export economies, the technologically dynamic ones have had 
high rates of real wage g:m .. 1h whilst maintaining the shares of labour and capital in value 
added more or less s~able. It is very likely that this helps maintain the incentive to invest, 
which has been so marked in some of the countries in question. Countries which have 
stuck to more traditional, technologically less sophisticated manufactured exports have 
benefited much less from rising real wages. Here maintaining the incentive to invest 
depends importantly on withstanding too large increa~es in real wages in comparison to 
real wage rises elsewhere. 

• The implications of these different growth paths for distribution of income and welfare 
depends in part on the rate of grov.1h of real wages (discussed above) and in part on their 
effects on the gro-w1h of manufacturing employment. In practice, over the last two 
decades, the growth of manufacturing employment in export led economies has been 
determined primarily by the rate of grov.1h of exports. High productivity grov.1h has not 
been aswciated with slow employment gro\\1h, because of the overriding influence of 
expanding export demand. So, as far as the high export gro\\1h economies are concerned, 
'technological une111ployment' has not been a problem, whether they have followed the 
high productivity growth path or the low. However, this has depended on the high rates of 
expansion of world trade; trade offs between productivity grow1h and export growth might 
appear in a period of sluggish trade. 

• The different productivity gro\\1h paths may affect income distribution and welfare 
differently, through their effects on the gender structure of employment. Low productivity 
growth paths arc mainly associated with absorption of unskilled labour into the 
manufacturing sector at low wage rates. Both male and female workers are involved. 
However, there i:. some evidence that employment of women workers may be a way of 
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keepi:1g the effective wage rate down - in part •o face technological competition in 
international markets. Furthermore, when shifts are made to more advanced production 
technologies in the transition to higher productivity (and higher wage) gr0\\1h, women 
workers seem to be displaced by men. However, women workers probably stand to gain 
on balance from the shift to higher productivity growth paths, because the growth of 
incomes which results gives an impetus to service sector development, where women's 
employmem opportunities using new technologies are better. 

• The shift to a high productivity growth path - with the attendant changes in the structure 
of produclion towards more technologically sophisticated outputs - depends importantly 
on prior accumulations of technologi.:al capability It is, in this sense, 'path dependent'. 
The path dependencies occur at two levels. 1First, shifts to higher labour productivity 
technologies depend on the accumulation of technological capabilities in the production 
and service firms. This accumulation is based on processes of technological learning within 
firms which are increasingly (but not fully) understood. Second, the 11atio11al system of 
i1111omtio11 in countries has to be developed to support the shift to higher technologies. 
Amongst other things this involves: development of higher education and especially 
relevant technical educatior.; linking of national laboratory systems to the production and 
service sectors; development of important ancillary technological functions like standards 
setting, technicJl information systems linked to the needs of industries; and support for 
international transfers of technology. 
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Analysis of Policy Options 

• In general it is mistaken to conclude from the findings of the study, that governments may 
easily choose between the low and high productivity gro\\1h paths described above. These 
paths may only be conceived of as developmental alternatives in a limited sense. The real 
policy issue is not to decide between growth paths in a general way; it is to determine 
when to make the shift from a low productivity path (which is where all countries start) to 
a higher productivity path. 

• It is easy but mistaken to overlook the impqrtance of the low productivity (labour or 
resource intensive) pattern of exports. There are five reasons why the low productivity 
path is important. First. this growth path is based on the exploitation of sources of 
immediate comparative advantages (abundant labour and/or resources), and has 
characterised the economic history of all countries which have subsequently established 
strong positions in manufactured exports. Second, for the majority group of developing 
countries which have yet to enter international trade in manufactures in a sustained way 
and which are technologically weak, there is no real Jlternative. Third, there are important 
complementarities between the low and high productivity growth paths. Exports built uo 
initially with technologically simple products, provide the foreign exchange needed to 
sustain investment in more .;;ophisticated sectors. And in so far as the rate of learning and 
productivity increase in those sectors depends on the rate of investment in them, low 
technology exports must be regarded as an essential part of a strategy of learning and 
technology upgrading. Fourth, it is important to establish a strong basis of low technology 
exports as a way of hedging against the risks that may be associated with the shift to 
higher technology production. Fifth, and final!y, low productivity exports create more 
employment per unit of output. In periods when international trade grows slowly (unlike 
the past twenty years or so), this may be an importa11t consideration in terms of inc.ome 
distribution. The qualification is that low productivity production often requires that 
wages be held down to maintain competitivenes:;_ 

When countries have built up commercial experience in export of technobgically simply 
manufactures, and technological capabilities in the production and service sectors, a shift 
to higher productivity exports may become desirable. This shift may be described as 
'technology upgrading'. -;.·he advantages of technology upgrading are as follows. 

• First, to the extent that exports of technologically simple manufactures are 'iuccessful, 
countries will sooner or later have to face the need for higher productivity technologies. It 
is not clear how well this shift is mediated by the market by itself 

• Second, technology upgrading allows a rising real wage, without necessarily diminishing 
the share of profits in value added. This l1elps to main!ain the incentives to invest and 
(provided that the aggregate level of employment is maintained by a high enough growth 
of export demand) has positive implications for income distribution. The shift to higher 
productiv:ty and higher wage production may displace women workers - but :he 
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development of service sector employment can counterbalance this negative effect on the 
gender division of labour. 

• Third, it enables a shift towards products which have a higher income elasticity of demand 
in industrialised countries' markets and so helps to maintain export demand. 

• Fourth, upgrading makes it r~ -~'"Ile for a country lO r~~;.:vnd to competition from lower 
wage economies 'coming alonb ~';hind'. Upgrading allows a country to increase its market 
share in technologically more sophisticated goods whilst Ji·aving room for lower wage 
economies to increase their shares in the simpler manufactures There appears to be an 
important aspect of collective interest in encouraging already successful exporters to 
upgrade. 



Important Ele;nents for Policies of Technological Upgr.ading 

• Technological upgrading will normally require effective transfer of technolog'.es from 
abroad. 

Upgr.1ding cannot be accomplished all at once without sustained preparation. If upgrading 
is to be successful the 'path dependencies' discussed above must be met. This requires 
considerable prior investment (during the lt'w technology phase of export development), in 
technical training and higher education. If women are to have a role in the new systems vf 
production they will obviously need to have access to this training too. In addition, 
technological information and technology transfer syst~ms and other k'!y elements in the 
national system of innnvation need t~ be created and t:1ere have to be efforts to link 
national research laboratory systems to production. These are all areas in which the role of 
the state is generally agreed to be important. These requirements mean that upgrading will 
be easier to achieve effciently in countries which have a substantial historv of scientific 
and techn0logical educ:ition and research. 

• Upgrading also crucially requires the encouragement of technological learn!ng processt>s in 
firms. It is rather unclear how far market will engender this process of accumulatiori of 
technological capabilities. Provided firms have adequate information on technological 
matters to frame their decis;ons, they might be expected to undertake some technological 
learning investments. However, thP.re are both practical and theoretical reasons for 
doubting the ac'~quacy of unaided market forces in this field. On the practical side, it is 
observable that many countries which have achieved high rates of technological learning in 
firms, have used various forms of temporary protection or subsidy to encourage it. Against 
this thl!re is as yet very little evidence about the effectiveness of l~arning processes under 
conditions where the :,tate is neutral. On the theoretical side, it has long been accepted that 
technological learning processes generate important externalities, so tha~ whilst learning 
may take place in response to unaided market signals, it will be suboptimal in amount. 

• Technological jumps such as upgrading implies. are risky and whether the state intervenes 
in generating them or not, it is important to limit the risks of tailure. There are two 
strategies which should help to do this. First, the technological 'jump' involved in 
upgrading shi•11ld not be too large. In other words the shift should be towards fields where 
the initial sh:1s required in the production sector are av:iilable. This is obviously not 
guaranteed by simply providing protectior to tiie new firms er sectors. Second, countries 
which are currently engaged in low technology exports, should seek in the first instance tC' 
enwurag~ learning processes in the low productivity sectors themselves. It makes sense tu 
look for sources of 'dynamic comparative advantage' in t'1ose sectors where there is 
already a manifest static comparative advantage 

• Upgrading i:wolves substantial c;ocial costs in the short run, whether it takes place und~r 
market conditions or stimulated by the state These costs are associated with the fact 'hat 
upgrading and the learning process upon which it depends, involve the allocation of 
resources to sectors which in the short term (until learning takes place) involve a sacrifice 
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of factor productivities To reduce these costs it is important that the period of foregone 
ou~?•lt should be shortened as f>tr as rea~onably possible Two conditions can help in this 
One is that upgrading should only be undertaken when tiaere is a sufliciently large export 
base (of technologically ;ess ~'lphisticated outputs) to sustain a high rate of capital goods 
import and investment in the new sector or product. The oth\!r - already mentioned . .., 
that the technological demands posed by the new lines of production should n0t be too far 
out ofline with the technological skills already accuml!lated in the economy. 



I. Introduction 
1 

This paper explores the role of technological fa'.;tors in developing countries' efforts to 
become internationally cl'.'mpetitive in the manufactured exports. It also explores the main 
effects of technological change on the distribution of welfare in countries with export-led 
growth. This is based on an empirical an31ysis of effects on real wages and income levels, on 
employm~nt in general and on women's employment in particular. 

The paper is structured as follows. In Part II which follows there is a brief discussion of two 
key conditions which have characterised the international context in the past decade. These are 
first, the liberalisation of most of the national economies in the developing world, which has 
greatly changed the terms on which economic policies for development have to be conceived. 
And second, the acceleration of technological change and the emergence of new families of 
generic technologies. This brief discussion is the background to an empirical analysis in Part 
I!I of the role of technological factors in the development of export competitiveness in the 
developing countries. This part suggests that it is possible to discern different technological 
growth paths associated \\ith the development of manufactured exports from developing 
countries. High and sustained export growch is sometimes linked to a high rate of growth of 
factor productivities, but not always. Some countries have achieved high export performance 
cm the basis of relatively low productivity growth. Part IV then discusses the implications of 
these different growth paths. It examines distributional effects arising through the growth or 
stagnation of real wages, aggregate employment effects, and especially the effects on women's 
employment. 

Part V then drawc_, the main conclusions for policy. It strongly emphasises the importance of 
the labour intf'nsive relatively low productivity pattern of export growth as having 
characterised the early entry into international markets of all developing countries which are 
today amongst the main exporters of manufactures. and as being essential as the point of entry 
for the large number of developing countries which as yet have not entered international 
markets for industrial goods. It emphasises (bat labour intensive 'traditional' manufactured 
export$ are an important complementary to policies of subsequent ·technological upgrading' 
whereby countries move up to the export of technologically more sophisticated manufactures. 
It is argued that the build up of traditional manufactured exports is in fact an essential 
preliminary to the technological upgrading. It concludes with a summary of the main policy 
implications of the analysis. 

1 The author is Director ofUruced Nacions Universicy Institule for New Technology at Maastrichl, the 
Necherlands. He is graceful c~' drs. Annelics Hogenbirk for a greac deal of staciscical ~upport and to Dr. Nage:;h 
Kumar for commenl and advice 01: Part II of the paper. The paper draws heavily on Che work of various 
members of the UNU/INTECl-J research Slaff. 
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II. The International Context: 
Globalisation and New Pa·.teros of Technalogical Change 

The external situation facing developing countries has changed markedly in the past decade 
and a half There are two dimensions of change which are particularly important as 
background to the discussion in this paper: :he increasing integration of the international 
economy which nowadays goes by the name of globalisation; and the transformations which 
have attended the appearance of new te.:hnologies in production and services. In this part we 
sh::tll describe each of these very briefly. 

Integration of the International Economy 

' Increasing international integration is reflected in aggregate data on global economic 
indicators for the period 1975-93 2 In that period, world economic output grew at rates 
between three and one percent (declining in the recessions of the l990's). Over the same 
period, world merchandise trade grew at between 3. 5 and S percent - nearly double the rate of 
growth of output. On the average, therefore, the outward orientation of the world's 
economies increased considerably. In addition. trade in services grew at a massive rate (over 
20 per cent per annum in the second half of tne 1980's). Flows of foreign direct investments, 
which at one level reflect the face nf globalisation and at another advance it, also grew at more 
than 20 per cent in the second part of the l 980's, slowing down markedly in the :a!neties, but 
probably not for long. A great part of multinational enterprise production is now globally 
integrated, partly as a result of developments in fields iike information and communication 
technology, transportation systems and in new manufacturing systems that allow greater 
fragmentation of production between geographically separate sites. A large part of 
international trade now takes pla:e within the multinational enterprises. 

In this context of increasing internationalisation, the majority of lie·ieloping countries have 
been through processes of liberalisation of trade and foreign investment regimes - usually 
accomiJanied by major internal reforms intended to increase the role of the market in the 
regulation of economic life. Liberalisation was sometimes a part of structural adjustment 
programmes to deal with macro-economic imbalances 3.rising from the crisis years of the !ate 
1970's and early 1980's. 

Liberalisation has created a quite new economic context in the developing countries, in which 
a great deal of earlier policy thinking, founded as it was on (often implicit and unquestioned) 
assumptions of closed economy, has become irrelevant. It has also created a situation in which 
earlier approaches to technological change have to be radically revised. In protected 
economies, the rate and direction of technological change in the international economy was 
not a matter of immediate threat - or opponunity. Developing country firms could survive 
with a minimum transfer of foreign technology and the domestic marker could be kept closed 
to threatening new products and processes. This is clearly no longer the case. The impact uf 
intemationai patterns of technologicai change are now felt in an immediate v.ay in the 
domestic markets of most developing countries. For firms to survi"'.e, they have not only to 

: The data in the following discussion is compiled from the IBRD World Sraustics and from UNCT AD. 
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find ways of competing in export markets, but also to meet import compeutton from 
technologically sophisticated firms from industrialised countries. Indeed the problems of 
competing in export markets are net that distinct from the problems of competing on the 
domestic market. In both cases the fact of international patterns of technological change has to 
be faced. 

Changing patterns of technological advance 

It is no doubt risky to generalise about the rate and direction of technological change in the 
international economy. However, some of the trends which seem to be emerging are especiaily 
important - sufficiently so to justify a few generalisations, however 1 isky they may be. The two 
most common generalisations about technology at present are: firs~ that the race of 
technological innovation and diffusion is accelerating; and second that rhere is new 
phenomenon of 'generic technology' 

T!te acceleration of innovation is hard to prove The economic data - on factor productivities -
do not show dramatic changes. However, managers and technologists themselves, have little 
doubt about the matter. Studencs of technology policy - nowadays more numerous than they 
have ever been - are a!so in little doubt, and will point to the much greater concern of 
governments throughout the world about technology policies. to support their arguments. It is 
clear also that in certain important fields of technology, like biotechnology for example, the 
time that elapses between scientific discovery and commercial application is shortening. This 
does not necessarily prove an acceleration in the overall rate of innovation but it is of some 
significance. 

From the point of view of th(: developing countries the more important development is 
probably the appearance of the so called generic technologies. This much misused term is used 
to describe the fact that many of the new technologies have fields of application across many 
sectors. There is not much doubt that such a development is happening. The Background 
Papers illustrate the generic character 0f some types of technological advance. Background 
Paper No. 7 (Alcorta, 1995) shows the way in which industrial automation technologies 
spread across sectors; Background Paper No. 3 (UNIDO, 1995, pp. 3 ff) demonstrates with 
great clarity the generic nature of new materials technoiogy; and Background Paper No. ::! 
(Steinmueller and Bastos, 1995) shows the situation for information anci communication 
technologies. In addition to the effects of technological factors, organisational innovations are 
affecting efficiency across many sectors. Kaplinsky ( 1995), in Background Paper No. 1, 
discusses these. 

Generic, or multisectoral, technological changes have many implications for the produ::r.ion 
system, of which two are especially important from our immediate point of view: first the~, 

have a major effect on the nature of competition in many sectors; second, this effect var;es 
from sectcr 'O sector. 

Competition through innovation is distinctive and different to the type of price competition 
which is described in standard economics textbooks. That type of price competition - based on 
minimising the costs of production on a given type of technology - is a mechanism for re
establishing an equilibrium in the economy. Innovative competition, as it was first described by 
Schum peter ( 1912), is a means whereby firms create ur.ique advantages for thP.mselves 
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through temporary sole possession of a piece of technological knowledge, and so profit from a 
temporary disequilibrmm. The effect of a high rate of generic technological change in the 
economy is that this type of competition will prevaii in many sectors of the economy. This has 
important implications for firms in develop!ng countries seeking to enter international trade in 
manufactures, since it importantly affects the tenns of entry 

Christopher Freeman (1982) has classified the competitive responses of firms in industries 
which are characterised by innovative compet:tion. At the leading edge of these industries 
(from the technological point of view) ~re the innovative firms. seeking to capture a lead over 
the rest of the industry by establishing a unique process or product. Follower firms may pursue 
different strategies in resp0nse Some will seek to innovate themselves. Others \\ill try to 
exploit the advantages of being a follower, by imitating the original innovator - if nece~"·uy by 
licensing its technology. Still others will seek alternative more defensive strate_-;es:. For 
example, if the new product arising from the inr~ovation is an imperfect substi<Ui.e for the old, 
firms may continue to produce the older product Or they may continue to use the old 
methods of production - if there is a process innovation As Freeman points out (op cit. pp 
169 ff). follower firms of this kind require some compensating advantages in order to 
maintain themselves in competitive production Follower firms in developing countries usually 
attempt to exploit low labour costs, or advantageous acces~ to materials in response to 
innovative competition, though in the more industrially advanced developing countries many 
firms will follow imitative seategies based on the in!emattonal transfer of technology. 

An important aspect from the po:m of view of developing countries, is tilat the generic nature 
of technological change has meant that patterns .Jf innovative competition are appearing in 
many of the sectors which before were considered to be technologically stagnant. An10ngst 
these are the sectors which have iong been regarded as the "traditional' sectors for early 
industrialisation - like textiles and £3.rmems production for example. This poses new problems 
for developing countries seeking to enter international trade in manufactures. 

It does not follow that firms in deve!oping countries have to become innovators in order to 
compete; nor do they necessarily have to adopt new technologies at a high rate. It does mean 
however, that even in the older traditional industries, which are so important in early 
industrialisation, tht pressure of innovative competition will be felt The terms of entry will be 
more severe than in the past and the requirements for maintaining competitiveness will be 
more severe as innovative competition develops. Alcorta ( 1995), in Background Paper No. 7, 
indicates that in mechanical engineering product.ion, which is a very important sector for 
'technological upgrading' in developing countries, only a few countries (Brazil, China, Korea 
and Taiwan Province) account for the major proportion of automation technologies diffused to 
the developing countries. However, as he points out, other countries seeking to upgrade to the 
mechanical engineering sector will have to meet competition from innovative and imitative 
firms in the industrialised countries. Steinmueller and Bastos (l 995), in Background Paper 
Ne. 2, include some interesting reflections on what this means in practice (p. 9, see note). 
They point out that whilst the working out of comparative advantage means that countries wi,l 
always have some sectors in which they are competitive, the terms of trade is c!etermined by 
re/a11ve product1v1ty of trading parmers. So ' .... if deveiopeci nations' productivity advances 
substantially outstrip chose in developing nations, the consequence is slow growth or even a 
decline in real wages offered in developing countries ... .'' This has important implications for 
the terms on which industrialisation may take place in the technologically less advanc~d 

I_ 
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de·:eloping counmes It is what lies behind the idea of an altemat.·•e non-innovative response 
to innovative competiticn :\s we shall see in subsequent p.uts of the paper, there are signs of 
defensive responses based on reductions i:& real wages in industr/ in a number of countries 

Fortunately, the impact of innovative competition, even though generic in form, is uneven 
across sectors. It is probably a fair generalisation that ali sectors in the manufacturing system 
have experienced accelerated generic technological change, but it remains the case that it has 
been more pronouncec! in some than in others. The traditional sectors of developing country 
industrialisation have been less exposed to innovative competition than others The rcute to 
industrialisation through initial pr0duction of tech~ologically simple products in a 
comparatively labour incensive way, is still open, thoug!: it is narrower than before In these 
products, there is still a high degree of convencional price competition. which developing 
countries are in a better positicn t0 meet 

In the following parts of the paper there is an empirical analysis of patterr.s of developir.g 
CO!lntry competitiveness in relation to technological advance, which will echo some of these 
concerns. 



III. Technology and Export Competitiveness 
Experience in the 1:-ast two decades 

This part of the paper is cc.'lcemed with empirical evidence linking technological factors and 
international competitiveness in industry in developing countries Compemiveness will be 
measured in terms of the long run growth of man;.rfactured expom: the effect of technology 
change will be assessed by changes in value added in the manufacturing sectors. Export 
growth rates are one amongst a number of measures that are used to mea.;ure competitiveness 
Like all others they are panial, but they are defensible as a way of measuring long run changes. 
The use of growth in value added per employed worker as a measure of technological change 
is perhaps more open :o criticism. Many would prefer other measures. like the change in total 
factor prvductivity. However, more sophisticated measures demand statistical data which is 
hard to come by - panicularly in developing commies, and most particuiarly on an 
internationally comparative basis Value added data is the best available for our prese;'lt 
purposes. 

Basic Data 

Table I shows the main data set on which the analysis is based. It includes expon data series 
and ·..ralue added d.ita for 118 developing countries from the IBRD World Tables. Lack of data 
meant that the transitional economies of Eastern Europe could not be included. There are 
so.ne other gaps, but this is the most complete set of internationally comparable export data 
available. Constant price expon series were calculated using the IBRD data for exports in 
aollar values. Growth rates were calcuiated by regress!onj, and we required that the F-statistic 
of the regression shou!d be significant at the l ;Jercent level 

This led immediately to a distinction, which is maintam:!d throughout the following discussion, 
between countries for which the regression coefficient is significart and those for which it is 
not. In the former case, exports show a clearly defined gro""1h tre!ld, which we describe as 
sustained grov.1h; in the latter they do not. In Table I, countries are grouped according to this 
criterion. Thiny seven councries (called Group I in the Table) have shown suscained grov.1h of 
manufactured exportS. The ocher 81 developing countries for which we have data (Group II) 
have shown no clear trend in manufactured expo11s. and have regression coefficiencs which are 
non-significant at one· percent (an~ in most cases at five percenc al:io ). We argue that the 
existence of a strong expo11 trend is a useful indicator of competitiveness in itself and on that 
ba~is we will maintain the categories Group I and Group IL Since our concern is co 
uaderstand links between technological factors and competitiveness, a good deal of the 
'.ollowing discussion ·viii be concerned wi~h the Group I councries 

3 The regression equation used was 
ln{EJE0 } =At+ B 

where E
1 

is the c?nstant pncc dollar value of exports at umc t. and tis 111 years measured from the bas~ year -

which is in general l 9i0. With t=O in the base year. the 1nrcrccpt term B was constrained 10 be ze~', in the 
regressions. The value of A. expr-:s<ed in percentage tenns gives the ;are of giuwth o .. er the pcnod of analysis 

l 
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The underlying series cf va!ue added per worker from which the grov .. 1h r::.tes '"ere esti:nated 
was also c~~:culated from the IBRD World Tables The series on value added and the index 
series for manufacturing employment were used to establish a constant price index of value 
added per worker. This was then used tc evaluate the rate of £f0\\1h .:if value added oer - . 
\"·orker over the period 1970-90 The data set is unavoidably i'1comple~e. and 1s especiallv 
lacking in the case of the Group II countries Once again we required the F-s·.atisr1c for th~ 
constrained regression on time to be significant at one percent. 

One of the obvious limitations of the follow:ng analysis is that in ar.aiysing relationships 
between export growth and productivi:y grov.1h, we are restricted by the data tc the use of 
aggregate productivity measures for the whole manufacturing sector. In the future it \\,;ill be 
necessary to supplement these aggregate value added data with analysis at the sec:oral level. 
and to establish more detailed data on the sectoral composition of expons 

It is important to nvte that statistically significanc coefficients in Table I. ar.d eisewhere in the 
paper, are marked with an asterisk unmarked coefficients <ire thus not signiricant at the one 
percent level. 

Growth of i\fanufactured Exports and Value Added Productivity in 1\lanufacturing 

In the first place, it is notable that a large number of countries have successfui!y entered rhe 
international market for manufactures in the past twenty years. as the large group of 
developing countries with sustained export growth over the period 1970-90 indicates. Group I 
includes the l\lJCs of c0urse, as well as the so-called 'second tier' N1Cs ( countries like China, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand). It also includes smaller economies with very high export 
growth, like Mauritius and Sri Lanka 

Export growth has of rourse varied over the period. As Tab!'! I indicates, growth rates were 
gen~rally higher over 1970-80 than over 1980-90. Only a few countries escaped the generally 
sharp export slow down. Cameroon, Fiji, Mexico, Nepal, Pakistan, Tonga, and Venezuela 
achieved an actual acceleration in export growth. Some very rapid export growers of the first 
period slowed down somewhat in the second, but nevertheless managed high races. China, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Mauri•:us, Sri Lanka, and Thailand are in chis group. The second tier 
N1Cs seem to have been more successful at maintaining export growth than the older NICs 
Generally developing countries experienced two major changes between the 70's and the SO's 
On the one hand, many of the more protected economies were opened up co world trad•! from 
the lace 1970's onwards. One might expect this policy shift to have accelerated expert growth 
races. However. the 1980's were also recessional in the world economy - in part as a result of 
the high priority at:ached to control of inflation in the industrialised countries of the UECD 
The main reason for deceleration of export growth must lie in chis slow down in the growth of 
aemand. 

Table I also shows how the productivity zrowth rates changec between the two -periods. For 
many countries productivity growth ?.:celerated between the 1970' s and the 1980' s For a 
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number this was most probably an outcome of efficiency gains arising from policy reforms 
Countries like India, Mal<l.ysia. Pakistan. Brazil and :tie Phiiippines fall imc this g:-oup. In 
others. like Korea and Singapo:-e, the acceiera~ion of productivity growth mainly reflects 
changes in industrial structures resulting from the export led development policies they had 
followed throughout. Productivity growth slowed down in Indonesia and China - though in 
both cases from very high levels. The reasons for this are not clear. and may reflect statistical 
eccentricities rather than realities. The low producuvity grov.1h economies. Mauritius and Sri 
Lanka. mere or less remained in the same pattern between the t\i,ro decades 

It is clear that the Group II countries in Table i are in 2. different category both from the point 
of view of export grow1h, ar;d from the point of view of productivity growth. For many of 
tl;,em. manufactured exports were a small part of trade and an even smaller part of production. 
In some of these countries. especially in sub-Saharan Africa. manufactured exports actually 
declined steadily over both decades. b parts of Sub-Saharan Africa. the industrial sector is 
inefficient in terms of static measures of comparative advamage, so that policy reforms which 
led to a rapid opering up of the economies. have had negative effects on the role of the 
manufacturing sector. There is cf course considerabie debate ab :iut whether this is leading to a 
de-industrialisation of the African economies - which we do nor intend to pursue here. 

From our iJOint of view, it is very striking that no clear re!ationship emerges between erporr 
growth and the growth of value added prod11c11vrry Figure l is a scatter plot of export growth 
rates (1970-90) against productivity grov.-1h ra:"'~. 'or all those Group I countries for which 
the data set is complete. There is no statistically significant relationship to be seen. We may 
tentatively conclude that though technological change - through introduction : new processes 
and products - has an important role in international competitionJ. countries may attain high 
levels of competitiveness and growth of manufactured exports, withou.: high rates of 
technological change. Evidently, competitiveness can be established on other bases 

However, despite the lack of a statistical relationship in Figure I, it shows some interesting 
patterns which are worth further discussion. The Figure suggest strongly that competitiveness 
may be associated with different growth paths. The situation might be characterised in a rough 
and ready way as follows. Countries may be thought of as falling into two groups. We have 
made an arbitrary distinction by drawing a dividing line at the level of a value added per 
worker growth race of 2 per cent in Figure l. Though this is arbitrary, it is not unreasonable to 
suggest that countries with data points lying below the line - that is countries wicr relatively 
low value added per worker growth - essentially base their competitiveness on conventional 
sources of static comparative advantage. Later we shz.11 show that this assertion is borne out 
by other evidence. Countries above the lin~ - the ~1C's and ti.e second tier countries by· and 
large - have pursued sources of dynamic comparative advantage Both of the:;e paths can - and 
do - produce high rates of growth of exporrs. 

' There is a large economics literJture which formali$eS a greac deal of a previo11~ly emp1ncal approach co 
technology and crade. This is well reviewed in Gmssman and Helpman ( 1995) 
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Figure 1: Growth in Exports v. Growth in Productivity 
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Table 2, which follows, shows the situation. It inciudes all the Group I countries for which 
cata is available on both export growth and the growth of value-added per worker. These are 
the countries whose data poim3 are shown in Figure 1. The Group I is subdivided in Table 2 
into sub group IA, which is made up of countries where the rate of growth of value-added per 
worker was more than 2 percent per year, and sub-group IB with growth of value-added per 
worker at less than 2 percent. The countries which are excluded from the table for lack of -
data, would probably mainly fall into the Group IB category. 
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Nores.:lnd sources a~ .in.~p(lf:ndix T:ll_>le). . 

The table includes a simple (unweighted) average rate of export growth for each sub-group. 
This is not significanciy different between the two groups. The average export groMh rate for 
the high productivity growth Grou? IA is 13.09 per cent; it is. in fact, slightly higher at 14.19 
per cent, for Group IB. The unweighted, simple average of grcwth rates cf value added per 
worker is obv10usly different between the sub-groups: Group lA had productivity growth of 
about 3. 5 per cent; Groul? IB effectively had zero productivity growth on the average. 

l 



Group II countries inc!ude a b.rge majority of developing cou:'ltries In terms of the d::-~init;0ns 
we are using here. they are countries whose expons vf manufactures in const:mt prices shov.· 
no growth rrend. Th;s does r.oc preclude of course that chere \Vere periods of time in v.-hich 
exports did grow It means though that gro\vth was not sustained over the period l 970-1990 -
nor for that rr.atter over the sub-periods 1970-80 and l 980-90 (see Table I) Simil.,.:-:y, these 
Group II countries show no significam trend rate of growth of value added per worker and a 
number show a.ctuai declines in labour productivity 

Sectoral shifts and productivity growth 

!f indeed the differences in patterns of competjtiveness described above are associatt'C \.,,·ith 
different degrees of dynamism in the pursuit of c:omparative advancages. one might expect this 
to be reflected in sectoral compositions of output Prima facie, if countries adhere c!ose'.y to 

patterns of static comparative advantage, it is reasonable to expect that the sectoral patte~ns of 
trade and output will remain more or less stable. The pursuic of dynamic comparative 
advantages through technological learning, on the other hand, may have other implications for 
sectoral patterns. In so far as technological learning takes place within established trading 
sectors it need not lead to changes in the sectoral pattern of trade and output However, '::e 
also know that learning rates, as reflected for example in Verdoorn elasticities of productivity 
growth with respect to output growth, .:!:ffer considerably between sectors. It would not be 
surprising therefore to find that high rates of growth of productivity are associated with shifts 
from technologically slow moving {'traditional') sectors, towards sectors of greater 
technological sophistication, higher value added per worker, and higher levels of learning 
elasticity. As a step towards :mderstanding the differences in productivity grov.1h 
performances noted in Table 2, we shall examine the issue of sectoral composition of output. 

Two limitations arise immediately, because of the lack of interna••onally comparable data. 
First, instead of studying the sectoral composition of trade, we shall be iimited to examining 
the sectoral composition of output. This need not be too much of a problem given that in the 
export led economies with which we shall be mainly concerned h~re (i.e. the Group I countries 
of Table I), trade is a significant part of total manufacturing output and changes in its sectoral 
composition should show up as changes in the sectoral comp'Jsition of output 

Second, it would be ideal to establish Verdoorn type learning elasticities for various sectors, 
so as to show the differences in potencial productivity growth. Unfortunately the data series 
available in most countries do not permit us to do this. The task of 'cleaning' available data so 
as to provide this kind of analysis is ~xtremely large and has not been done Consequently, we 
shall have to rely on rather more descriptive forms of analysis. which ue less rigorous 
statistically, but nevertheless permit some tentative conclusions to be drawn. 

To start with Table 3 summarises some descriptive data on changes in sectoral structure. It 
lists the three larges: ISIC group in the r.ianufocturing ou!put strJ::ture of e:l-:h ccur.tr; for 
1970 and 1990. Countries are ranked in descendin~ order of the ~rowth rate of value added 
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Reference T1ble of 3-digit ISIC Groups 

!SIC Numbe-r Product Group ISIC :-:umbtt ?roduct Group 

300 All M~nufacturing ;n Rcfincn.os 
311 Food rroJuets JS·' \lase. pouola.m 
313 ~v.en~es 3S5 ilui:lba Products 
31~ Tobacco JSo Pl~ic Produc-..s 
321 Tc:1.tilcs 361 ?onttyctc:. 
3~., ,._ W.eanng Appar.el 362 GI~ produets 
323 l...e3lhtt products 369 :'\on-m.:Qilic 
32~ !'OOl"Clr U. pl:UllC ·-· ~· · Iron .ind S<.ed 
331 Wood tX. fumatur.e 3111 :'\on-ftrrous rNUls 
332 F1·mi1urc.c~rn<QI 382 '.\ta.:han.ery no1H!.-c. 
3~1 P:ip.er .tnd produets 383 \lac:hin.ery cko 
3.n Prinung OU T r:.-.spor. :Qu:;.naornt 
~H lndtmn.:il ch.emac:.:ils 385 S.:1.ent;fo: ~u1rmcn1 
3S2 0th.er ch.emic::ils 390 Otha nunufa.;.:ures 

per worker in the period 1980-90, and the data on the growth rates of value added per worker 
for the period 1970-90 are also shown. The data are not very conclusive, but they do indicate 
some patterns of interest. First, note that in the higher productivity growth economies - i.e. 
with value addec per worker growth rates above 2 per cent, 'here are a number which plainly 
show considerable changes in output structure. Korea, with a big shift away from simple 
manufactures ( ISIC 1 is food and beverages, 2 is textiles and earments), and towards the 
production of tiectrical and non-electrical equipment (!SIC 8) is the most obvious case. India 
also showed a shift towards machinery production, as did Malaysia and Mexico. Singapore 
showed little change in structure Lut was committed throughout to the machinery sectors -
where it is a fair assumption that prG :1uctivity growth is more elastic (see Pilat, 1995 on 
Korea). Other high productivity growth economies were less clearly experiencing structural 
change: Pakistan, Philippines, and Thailand were committed to the same sectors in 1990 as in 
1970, though it is probable that there were c.onsiderable changes in the product base within 
these broad ISIC groups. 

Second, amongst the slower productivity grovJth economies in the lower pari: of the Table 3, 
there are some which clearly show the types of sectoral pattern associated with a long run 
commitment to sectors of static comparative advantage. Sri Lanka, Chile, Mauritius and 
Panama are in this group. It is wonh noting that commitment to these types of ('static 
comparative advanta.~e') growth paths, does not preclude shifts in the sectoral patterns of 
output and trade. In both Mauritius and Sri Lanka, for example, there were changes in sectoral 
patterns. However they were changes within the group of low prcductivicy growth sectors. In 
the case of Mauritius, for example, the decisive shift was from ISIC l, which is mainly food 
beverages and tobacco, to ISIC 2, which is textiles and garments. Indonesia is a curious case. 
Although productivity growth was low in the period 1980-90 and structures of production did 
not change much, nevertheless the economy had a very high productivity growth rate over the 
whole period 1970-90, and is indeed classed in the group IA in Table 2 above. 



to 

It is difficult to find a single statistic to measure structural change, where shifts may take place 
betw'!en many sectors. \Ve have used a very rough measure in an effort to give some statistical 
basis to the :i.rgument. For each country, we calculated the proportion of manufacturing value 
added which was derived from the first three ISIC two di~it levels~ in 1970 and 1990 - and 
tcok the ratio of the two proportions. Thus a value of this structural statistic above unity 
indicates a 'regression' of the structure of production towards an increasing commitment to 
technologically simpler sectors. Lower values indicate a shift away from the simpler sectors. 
We then regressed thi'.; ::.tatistic (called S) on the race of growth of value added per worker for 
the lS economies of Table 3. The regression and the results were as follows: 

G = -4 08 * S .;.. 52S 

(-2.5) (3 6) 
Adjusted R squared = 0.2380; F= 6.61 

I 

The regression coefficient is significant at the 2 per cent level, though with there are very few 
degrees of freedom and one should not place to much reliance on the result. It is however 
consistent with the descriptive pattern in Table 3 and suggests a weak relationship between 
rates of growth of labour productivity and structural change in production. This relationship 
has of course been shewn to hold in a number of studies of individual economies (see again 
Pilat, 1995, op cit. for an excellent analysis of productivity growth in Korea) 

s These compnse food. beverages. tob:cco. textiles, gannents, footwear and le::icher produces. and wood and 
furniture. 

I 
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IV. lmp?ications of Different Technological Gro~th Paths 

Export growth, value added per worker growth and changes in real earnings per worker 

One clear implication of the low productivity growth path 1s that countries on it need to find 
' other ways of maintaining competitiveness than by technological improvements. In a world of 

generic technological change affecting most sectors, that implies one of two conditions: either 
these countries must have special access to low cost materials, or there must be a commitment 
to relatively low growth of real wages. It is clearly of interest, therefore, to expiore the 
implications of the patterns discussed above for the developmenc of rea! earnings per worker. 
Table 4 which follows brings together the data available in the IBRD World Tables. 

The data show patterns which are becoming familiar. It is notable that the cases where there is 
a significant trend rate of growth of real earnings per worker are nearly all to be found in the 
Group I group of countries in the top half of the Table. Group II countries are characterised 
primc.rily (in our definitions) by the absence of a long run growth trend for manufacturing 
exports, but the group of countries so defined is also characrerised - in the main - by the 
absence of significant growth in manufac::uring value added per worker, or in real earnings per 
industri~I worker. Once again it is worth recalling that this does not mean that these 
magnitu.ies have not grown at all in the Group II countries, but rather that there has been no 
sustaineC: growth in them. And in some cases there has indeed been secular decline. It is true 
of course that some Group I countries have also not experienced much productivity growth 
(or real e<-rnings per worker growth); that of course was the basis for our earlier distinc~ion 
between Groups lA (l.nd IB. They are however different from the Group II countries, which 
have no export growth trend either. 
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Table 5 is extracted from Table 4, and sho"'•s the situ:nion for those Grouo I countries for 
which both productivity data and grov.:th of real earnings data arc avaib.bk 
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Chile 
···---·············-········ ..... . 
Braztl 
Peru 

Venezuela 

_F"ij~ .......... . 
Philippines 

Panama 
Morocco 

Sn Lanka .... 
Tonga 
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Tnnidad 

1.93 • 

1.7L • 
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1.09 • 

0 17 79-88 

-0.63 
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-0.ST 
-0.9 • 

······ 
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·2.23 70-89 ...... .. 
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.:; 77 • 
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2.11·. 70-90 

2.08'. 70-90 
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"'.26:. 70-90 
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0.6 •• 70-90 

-1.19 • 76-87 

-OJj. 80-89 . ..... . 
-3.i6 79-81 
..t) (j. 70-90 

2.06• 74-78 

A quick inspection of the Table suggest immediately that the rates of grow'th of real earnings 
per worker in the Group IA councries ( which are the high productivtCy grou.-1h countries) are 
greater on the average than for the low productivity growth Group IB countries. In fact, the 
simple average of re~I earr.ings per worker gro-Mh for the upper g~oup is abol!t 2.Q per cerit 
For the lower group it is less than l per cent. However, these are unreliable data since the 
Table contains a number of data points of low levels of statistical significance 

L 



. .lJthough the data are fe\ .... and hardly jusri~; deta1ied econometric J.r:.!iys:s. ·~ is wo:-thwh:ie :o 
explore them a little further Figure 2 below piots out tfie rates of grow::h or reai earnings per 
worker ( y-axis) as a function of the rates of growth of productivity Ix-axis) It i::ciude5 orJv 
data points for which the growth rate regressions were significant at least at 5 per cem. Thi~ 
means that all the points marked with asterisks in Table 5 are mciuded as weil as the points for 
Mauritius and Sri Lanka. 
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Figure 2: Growth of Value Added per Worker v. Growth 
of Real Earnings per Worker 
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A linear regression of real earnings growth (W) on productivity growth (G) gives the 
following result 

W = C.949.,.. 0.765 • G 

(18) (453) 
Df = 17; Adjusted Rsquare = 0 534, F = 20.48 

The regression codliciem on G is significant a: we:l below the Oi1e pcrcen< ~e·.-el ;:.;-,d the 
relationship is - as one might well expect · a strong one, although there are ;· ;rcttably few 
degrees of freedom The dotted line in Figure 2 shows the regression lir.e. The i:-.:ercept tenn 
in the equation is not significantly d1.'ferent from zero, and the coefficient on G is net 



significantly differem from unity in a statisticai sense. So the regression suggests that the real 
earnings per worker in ~his group of countries have grown at more or less the same rate as 
labour producti\.ity Tbs means that fa~tcr shares in vaiue added have remained - on the 
average for these countries - more or less constant We return to this point later 

It is interesting to ask whether this relationship is stronger for the Group IA countries than for 
rhe whole of Group I. or to put the matter more directly, whether there is a closer link 
vetween the growth of value added per worker and that of real earnings per worker in 
countries ·.i.ith a higher rate of growth of producfr .. ity. Indeed, it turns out that if the 
regression is rerun for the group of 8 Group IA countries alone. there is a strong relationship. 
The adjusted R-squared rises to 0.601, and the F-value of the regression is 13 06 ( a liuie 
lower than fOi the overail regression) However, one should not place too much reliance on an 
analvsis based on so few data points. and we v.ill not take tt:e matter further with the existine: . . -
data. 

:\ Syn011sis of the Analysis to date 

Before discussing some of the underiying eco·nomic aspects of the relations betweer: 
technoiogy factors and competitiveness implicit in the analysis. it will be heipfol to summarise 
the main findings. The following is a summary 

(I) First, the l980's have seen a considerable expansion of manufactured exports from 
developing countries More than a third of the l I 8 councries for which we were able to 
establish internationally comparable data, have experienced a significe:. •. ~ growth trend of 
manufactured exports. In this group of countries are some of the most populous in the world -
especially China, India, Indonesia and Pakistan. At the same time there is a large number of 
countries whose entry into manufactured export trade has been limited and somewhat 
sporadic. Alt the sub-Saharan economies appear to belong to this latter group of countries 
whose manufactured exportS have failed to show sustained growth 

(2) Countries which have had high growth rates of manufactured exports - and which we 
therefore defined as internationally competitive - do not necessarily owe their competitiveness 
to technological factors. High export growth rates are just as much associared with low 
productivity growth as with high. Some countries - like Mauritius and Sri Lanka - have 
focused their export development on sectors in which they have established strong static 
comparative advantages, and have stayed in that pattern over nearly two decades. Some Latin 
American countries show similar patterns. usually associated . with natural resource based 
industrialisation. Others - Korea, Singapore and increasingly China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, and Thailand (amongst those covered by the data set) - have experienced 
considerable increases in value added per worker, and may be described as being on a high 
productivity growth path The contrast between these ewe types of export oriented growth 
path can be overdrawn. Obviously most countries - even the most technologically dynamic -
show features of each However. the notion of distinctive growth paths helps to fix ideas. 

(3) :rhese different types of growth path are distinguished - although not always very clearly -
by different patterns of structural change within manufacturing production and export trade. 
Countries like Korea - especially - have experienced markeci shifts in production away from 
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the technologicaHy simple (and generally labour inte::tsi·•e) sectors towards technologically 
more sophisticated lines of production. in particular ::1 sectors like electrical machinery 
tinduding eiectronics). non-ek:cmcai machinery and transport equipment India. Indonesia. 
l\falaysia and Thaiiand shov.· rather sirniiar sr..ifts. Singapore's prodt!ction was strongly 
concentrated in the more sophisticated secrors throughout. P!ainly higher growth of 
procuctiviry has been associated with some advances in the more traditional sectors (probably 
associated ""ith product char1ges within tradit;onal lines of production) and with shifts in the 
pattern of production - and trade - to sectors where value-added per worker is not only 1-iigher 
than in the less sophistin:ed sectors. but also tends to grow faster. Leaming elasticities, in the 
Arrow or Verdoom sense. a:e higher there. Sectorai shifts of this kind are sometimes referred 
to as 'technological upgrading' (see Background Paper No 4, Cooper and Turner, 1995;). 
The low producti\ity groMh economies have shown much less change in sectoral composition 
and such changes as have happened t"!nd to be from one labour intensive sector to another. 

The large group of economies wnich have not experienced a sustained expansion of 
m:nufactured exports. have not shown any c!ear trends towards rising productivities nor 
towards structural change m production. 

(A.) There is a relationship between the rate of growth of value-added productivity and the rate 
of growth of real earnings per worker. As might be expected countries which have 
experienced higher rates of growth of labour productivity have also - by and large - had higher 
rates of growth of real earnings per worker in the manufacturing sector. Consequently 
amongst the more successful manufactured export economies, the technologically dynamic 
ones (Group IA in our terminology) have had high rates of real wage growth whilst 
maintaining the relative shares of labour and capital in value added more or less stable. It is 
very likely that this helps mainta1a1 the incentive to invest, which has been so marked in some 
of the countries in question. Countries which have stuck to more traditional, technologically 
less sophisticated manufactured exports have benefited much less from rising reai wages. Here 
maintaining the incentive to invest depends importantly on withstanding too large increases in 
real wages in comparison to real wage rises elsewhere and to technological changes in the 
traditional sectors. The evidence available to us suggests that this has necessitated a fall in real 
wages over the past decade (or more) in the countries in this category of competitiveness. 

In the larger group of countries which do not show sustained export growth, neither value 
added per worker, nor real earnings per worker in manufacturing have shown any growth 
trends. If anything real wages in manufacturing have tended to fall. 

Explanations of the Patterns of Competitiver • ..:ss 

It is natural to try to relate these patterns to the larger body of analysis on the economics of 
underdevelopment. A natural place to start is with the concept of the dual or labour surplus 
economy. This is too well known to need detailed discussion in the present paper. We merely 
sketch some of the main features of the dual economy idea which has played such an 
influential part in development thinking since it was first formulated by W Arthur Lewis 
( 1954 ), and then focus on the central question whether the pattern of competitiveness 
described above can be related to the dynamics normally associated with this type of economic 
structure. Our argument will be that du::.I economy ideas help to expiain some aspects of the 
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patterns of competitiveness and trade which we have expiored, but only cell a part of the sturv 
The other part relates to the demands cf international 1..:ompetition in a technologically dynamic 

"d ~ won economy . 

The Lewis 'unlimited supplies' model deals with the processes of capital accumulation in a 
labour surplus economy, leading to the emergence of a modern sector in the context of a large 
subsistence oriented rural sector. There is a labour su• plus in the rural sector in the sense that 
the migration of workers to the modem sector will nat cause a fall in output. It is assumed that 
arrangements in the subsistence sector are such that all persons working there enjoy access to 
the average product of labour in the sectar - and this average product of labour is what 
determines the minimum real wage in the modern industrial sector. This is one of the more 
debatable and debated assumptions of the model, but we will not enter into that The level o( 

output in industry is determined by the prevailing modern sector technology and the minimum 
real wage. Production is expanded to the point where the marginal product of labour is equai 
to the real wage. At this point the surplus value-added in production above the wage bill 
accrues as profit to the owners of capital. It is this surplus, properly reinvested, which 
provides for reinvestment and expansion, and which therefore drives the economy 
Reinvestment of surplus and the accumulati.1n of capital stock will expand the modern sector 
so that eventually surplus labour will be fully absorbed. 

The Lewis formulat:on dealt essentially v.ith a closed economy. Twenty years iater, Fei and 
Ranis considered the implications of the Lewis type of accumulation in an open economy and 
applied their frarr.ework to the (early) development of Korea and Taiwan (Fei and Ranis, 
197 4). More recently Ranis ( 1988) has given a useful reformulation of the original ideas of the 
earlier paper. The centre piece in the Fei and Ranis ( 1974) analysis as also in the Ranis ( 1988), 
is the onset of a phase of "export substitution" starting at the point where traditional exports 
are replaced by exports of labour intensive manufactured goods. This is a key turning point, 
because thereafter the abso1ption of surplus labour is greatly accelerated. So much so, claimed 
Ranis and Fei, that debates on trade off between growth and employment, which were 
characteristic of the seventies, became largely irrelevant. Once the economy had got into rhe 
export substitution phase it was expected to move rapidly to the next turning point, called by 
Ranis and Fei, the 'commercialisation point'. At the commercialisation point, surplus labour is 
fully absorbed, the real wage is no longer 'institutionally' determined, but becomes equated to 
the marginal product oflabour in the rural sector. 

Expectations about changes in technology follow directly from this formulation. After the 
process of export substitution has started and up till the commercialisation point the idea is 
that the institutionally determined low real wage will rule. Once labour is fully absorbed, i.e 
the commercialisation point is past, the real wage will naturally rise. In the first, 'pre
commercialisation' phase, " .. the existence of relatively constant (and low) .. real wages ... should 
induce labour-intensive technology choices and, more importantly, labour-using technology 
change .... in the dual economy .. " (Ranis, 1988, op. cit. p ~2) Then, after the 
commercialisation point and full absorption of surplus labour, " .. increase in real wages ... is 
expected to be accompanied by a shift tow::i.rds more capital and skill intensive technology and 
output mix ... (Fei and Ranis, 1974, op. cit). In short, labour productivity and real wages will 
remain low and stagnant, after the initial shift to what Fei and Ranis call 'export substitution'. 

6 The foll0\\1ng discussion is dealt wuh in more dc[atl in the Background Paper No 5 (Cooper. 1995) 
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\'-foist manufactured expons will rise rapidly. The=-eafter, when surplus labour :s abso; bed, 
wages and labour productivity will rise more rapidly 

Th.:re are some obvious similarities between the Fei and Ranis expectations and the course of 
events in tl-:e economies we are examining. There has indeed been a shift away from primarv 
product exports in the Group I economies which t-:ave successfully entered trade i~ 
manufactured exports_ Also, just as Fei and Ranis predicted, basing themselves on the 
experience of Korea and Taiwan, the rate of growth of expons and employment was 
accelerated strongly by the shift_ . ..\nd finally, it is clear that in all cases, the initial shifts in the 
pattern of trade and output in manufacturing were towards the simpler types of manufactures 
in the first two or three IS-IC 2-digit groups. 

In addition, some of the countries in Group I, especially those in Group IB where comparative 
advantage is closely linked to labour intensity1 and low wages, correspond to the Fei-Ranis 
expectations in a more detailed way_ Countries like Mauritius and Sri Lanka for example, have 
had precisely the low and more or less constant real wages, and the low productivity growth, 
which was predicted for the period of continued surplus labour. And the sectoral shift in 
Mauritius - from food products to textiles and garments - probably accounts for the decline in 
labour productivity which we have observed, a:id may be just that type of labour using 
technological change which Fei anci Ranis thought wouid (or should ) happen in the labour 
surplus phase. Furthermore, as Table l shows, the historical pattern followed by Maiaysic., 
also seems similar to the conventional anticipation. Over the whole period, 1970-90, Malaysia 
had a low growth of productivity {l.71 per cent), and a slightiy higher growth of real earnings 
(2.8 percent). Manufacturing emp!oyment grew rapidly (at 7-47 per cent)7

, and by the mid 
eighties, labour shortages were beginning to be felt, and an import of unskilled labour started 
from neighbouring countries_ At the same time, as the labour surplus phase came to an end, a 
technological shift took place. Labour productivity growth accelerated •o more than 4 percent 
per annum in the second period (I 080-90). Evidence on movements of the real wage in 
manufacturing in chis period is not available. This Malay::;ic..n pattern is very close to the 
expectation that technology will be predominantly labour intensive in the first period of 
manufactured exports, whilst there is Jabour surplus, and will then shift to higher capital 
intensity and higher labour productivities as full employment levels are reached. 

It is also notable that the Group II countries (which show no significant growth trend in th~ 
pattern of manufactured exports). have not - in the main - shown any significant trend in value 
added per worker. To this extent, they c.:>nform to the Fei-Ranis prediccion1 

But this correspondence between labour market conditions, export development and 
technology is not present in other cases - especially those in Group IA. A number of countries 
have plainly experienced considerable technological advance and rising labour productivity, 
whilst still having large amounts of swplus labour. This is certainly true of China, India, 
Indonesia, and Pakistan and probably also Thailand. In addition to this, historic evidence on 
Korea suggest rather mar.sly, that there too there was a vigorous growth of labour 

The growth of manufactunng employft!enl 1s discussed m detail m a lacer secc1on. 
1 Alchough for these counines, the mauer 1s somewhat d1fTercnc since · as their e~port data indicates - they 
have not really entered the 'export subswut1on · phase. 
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producti\'ity well befJre the roim of full absorption of laaour was re:iched The eviden~e on 
this point is discussed in detail in Background Paper No. 5 (Cooper. 1995) 

So we are left with the problem of explaining the app1rently anomaio!.15 behaviour of the 
economies which have followed the high productivity growth path The main question is: whv 
did these economies follow high productivity growth paths while they were '.lttll in the labou.r 
surrius phase of economic development ? A number of reasons can be suggested. 

Firstly, the Fei-Ranis expectation that a commitment to labour intensive technology woula b~ 
sustained until surplus labour is fully absorbed. is iinked !G sirong assumptions abol!t t;··; 
working of the labour ma~ket and in partic?.:!a1 to the idea that, during this period, the real 
wage will be more or less constant - or "slow growing" (Ranis.1988). In practice, this 
assumption has not been borne out in many countries. In most coumries there has been a 
strong upward shift in industrial real wages. A c;ursory examin:-:.tion of Table 5 and Figure 2 
bears this out. Amornzst the hi2h value added 2rowth countries there are a number which - - - ' 
throughout the period 1970-1990, had excess supplie~ of labour in the Lewis sense. China. 
India, Indonesia. Pakis!an and Thailand were certainly in this category. Despite this the 
;i.verage rate of gro""th of real earnings per worker for these countries was 3.5 percent per 
annum over the period. In addition, although surplus labour has been absorbed in Korea, the 
evidence shows that, in the early part of the period, before this had been accomplished, Korean 
real wages were already rising. So it could be argued that the reason why productivity 
increases in the Group IA economies took place so early (in the ser.se that there was still a 
labour surplus when they occurred) may be found in the 'untimely' increase in real wages. It 
might be argued that the only way to maintain competitiveness in the face of rising real wages 
was through a higher rate of technological change. There are, however. some problems with 
this argument. f n the h•st pi ace, it assumes that real wage rises took place independently of 
changes !n technology. In fact, real wage increases could just as easily have been a result of 
the incorporatio'1 of technology which raised factor productivities as a cause

9 
. On th~ other 

hand, this argument shifts the burden of explanation from one area to another. Differences in 
real wage grov.rth between economies may have been the cause of differences in the rate of 
growth of labour ;.-coductivity, but then what causes the differences in real wage growth 
between economies in the first place? 

A second possibility is that the acceleration of technological change during the labour surplus 
phase may have resulted from pressures generated by technological change in the ;mernational 
economy. In order to remain competitive. firms in the domestic economy must reduce costs. 
either through technological change, or through some other means C'f cost reduction. So some 
countries - those in Group IB for example - deai with the competitive threar by holding down 
real wages, or even reducing them, whilst others respund by technological advances. This may 
be a more plausible explanation than the first, but it still leaves unanswered questions. For 
example, who decides between a low wage and a high wage trajectory, and how is the 
decision implemented? Or - to put the question more generally - v:hat objective circumstances 
might result in a commitment of .1ational economies to one or othtr of these trajectories? 

Thirdl)', it may be that the early onset of high pr0ducci-1ity product:o:i in the Group IA 
countries is due to important supply 'ide differences - in pamcular the fact that some countries 

9 The daca ava11Jble are ioo weak 10 support teSIS of caus;il1ty 

( 
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might h:ive a better endowment of factors of production that make it possible to adopt new 
techn< '. •gies So if the technologies becoming available internationally require proponionatelv 
lar~e demands for particular factors - like skilled labour - they may become profitable i~ 
cctmtries where there is a supply of relatively low waged skilled labour - even though there is 
a large excess supply of unskilled labour It is possibl'! that the Group IA countries, same of 
which have long and substantial traditicns in scientific and technical education. and substantial 
science and engineering capabiiities. are differentiated from the Group IB countries in this 
way. Evidence on the supply of scientific and technically trained people would support this 
ide:\ in the case of countries like China, lndi:i, Thailand and Singapore - perhaps also fer the 
other Group IA ccuntries. But puzzles remain since the large Latin American countries listed 
in Group IB also have long traditions of technical education and a comparatively highly 
educated workforce, and have nevertheless shown \·erv limited increases in labour 
productivity. 

In short there is no single explanat:on which can easily encompass the comparisons between all 
the countries in the analysis This is not necessarily a major problem. since contingent 
conditions may vary widely between countries, and there may therefore be more than one 
explanation for the various differences. It is net surpassing that such a complex set of 
phenomena cannot easily be reduced to a single simple pattern 

Finally, it is of some interest that recent developments in trade theory have provided a number 
of insights which seem relevant to the present discussion These developments are mainly 
derived from 'new gro .. vth theory' in which technological change is treated as an intrinsic part 
of economic accivity. Their implications for trade theory rest on differences in factor 
productivities arising from differential learning or from differences in the rroduction functions 
facing different economies. A recent review, already mentioned, is Grossman and Helpman 
(1995). Barros (1993) is an interesting attempt to draw conclusions from the new grov.1h/new 
trade theory approaches, for developing countries. For present purposes, there are two points 
of in!erest arising from the literature, both are drawn from the work of Krugman, in particular 
Krugman ( 1987) 

The first point is that where learning effects are important in determining the relative 
productivities as between trading countries, there will be a tendency for the existing trading 
pattern to get 'locked in' Essentially countries get relatively more productive in those 
branches in which they are specialised, and the short run pattern of comparative advantage is 
reinforced by this; to quote Krugman " ... once a pattern of specialisation is es:ablished, it 
remains unchanged, with changes in relative productivity acting to further lock the pattern 
in .. "(op cit. p.46). This kind of behaviour may well be at work in the case of (at least some) 
Group IB countries. In some Latin American countries for example. the relative efficiency of 
production or resource based industries is probably reinforced by the exporting from them In 
principle this presents advantages of course, but it also means that it is incre<:~;ngly difficult as 
time goes by to make changes in the trading patte:-n. Furthermore, if the learning elasticities in 
such sect0rs ;.re lower than in the sectors where advanced country trading partners have 
comp<i.rative advantage, the Latin American economies could be committed ir. a long :~rm 
sense to a low productivity growth trajectory10

. Precisely similar points v ould apply, of 

10 This 1s wha1 Barros seems to have in mind when he wrnes of specialisation having a "nega11ve effect 011 

p1oducuv1ry increase" (op.CIC. p.5-'5), bul his discus•ion 1s vague and unconvincing. 
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course. to economies iike ~taumius and Sri Lanka with their he.ivv comrmtmem to ·10 w· 
technology, labour intensive lines o~· production a 

This line of analys:s could have special importance to the ·1ov.· producm:ity exporters' as thev 
reach the point where labour is fully employed. If at that time they are locked in to a pattern ~f 
relative productivities inherited from the past, they could experience seriol!s difficulties in 
shifting to new lines of producuon with higher labour productivity (in the way the f-ei-Ranis 
approach suggests is necessary) i: \Ve will discuss this problem briefly in the next section 

The second point to emerge from the Krugman·s analytics, is that there is .;leuly a way out of 
the 'loci-.:-in' - along lines· which he identifies with Japanese industrial poli• y, and \i.:hich is 
nowadays more commoniy associated with the po!icies of :5elective protec ion followed by 
Korea. The idea is that governments may use ·temporary protection to ;.·ermanent[y shift 
comparative advantage' The protection will be•dir~cted to goods which are just outside the 
prtsent pattern of nation2l comparative advam2ge. and applied for just so long as is nt...:essary 
to raise relative productivities in their production to the point where a new area of 
comparative advantage is es;ablished Krugman refers to this as the policy of a ·narrow 
mov!ng band' of protection '-Op cit p48-49). It is an interesting reflection of the notion of 
"technological upgrading", and has considerable empirical foundation i.1 the history of 
indust~ial policii=-s in some of the Group IA countries in our anaiysis 1

:; For a short review of 
evidence on Korean policy see Background Paper No.4 (Cooper and Turner. 1995). 

Path Dependencies and the role of National Systems of Innovation 

The idea that trade patterns may get 'locked in· as described in the preceding secti0n, is 
derived from the learning process. Once firms are committed to a particular line of production, 
the learning processes this sets in train - whether 'automatic' in the Arrow tiadition (Arrow, 
1962), or the result of conscious managerial decision and resource allocation ~ - reinforces the 
inter-industry pattern of comparative advantages and, since the same thin£ is happening in 
trading partner countries, it becomes increasingly difficult to change the pattern. This is an 
example of 'path dependence - which might briefly be described as a recognition that 'history 
matters'. Learning ~rocesses 1 i wi!l. obviously, produce many situations of path dependence. 
From the present po;nc of view. path dependence is important because it will influence the 

11 The analysis is based on the assumpuon that whilst there may be intemat1onal spill overs of technological 
capabilcy within indusmes, there are no spill overs berween indusmes. The lock in effect would be much less 
severe if there were inrer-industry spillovers. It might be argued that one of the implications of gentnc 
technological change is that such incenndustry spill overs \\ill be importlnt. 
11 Krugman's analysis has noc been t:xtended 10 the case of labour surplus economies oper~·ting mth a ccnsr;:;,: 
institutionally determined wage race. but lhac does not change the vaiiduy of the preser.t line of argument. 

13 It is certainly relevant to Korea and Singapore. In ,omewhat differe.11 ways 1t probably ;.;:iplies co rhe ;:ase oi 
China r.·facters are less clear for India and Indonesia. 
14 The recogniuon tha! ieaming processes involve 1mpom1nc resour~es has a substantial history. As far as work 
on developing countries is conce:ne. Katz's work 1n Lalin Amenca pro~1ded the essen11a! empmcal basis 
(Kat<..197.t) and was the poinc of ckparture fN a substantial hcerature. Much !ater the poi ill became embodied 
in theoAes of endvg•nous technological change. 
1 s On the kinds of cechno:'1g1cal !earning which are 1mportanc in fir.ns in developing countries see Dahlmann. 
Ross-Larsen and Westphal t 1982) 

( 
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possibilities of shifting between the types of grov.:th path (i.e. high versus low productivity 
growth paths) v .. "hich differentiate developing countries There are two levels at which relevant 
kinds of path dependency may get set up 

First, the technological learning processes within firms are path dependent. David ( 1975) 
recognised this: 

·• .. Because technological learning depends on the accumulauon of actual production experience, shon sighted 
choices about what to produce and espec1ally about how to produce it ll!tng presently knO\m methods, also in 
effect govern what subsequently comes to be learn!'' (Da\·id. I 975. p.~). 

Dosi ( 1988) describes the cumulative learning processes which underly the accumulation of 
technological capability in enterprises16. There are three distinctive features of these !earning 
processes. First, they tend to have important fir"i1 specific features. Although there may be spill 
overs of technological know how between firms, a good deal of the learning process in a firm 
diff~rentiates it from its competitors. Secondly, learning processes create a good deal of 'tacit' 
knowledge - that is knowledge specific to the application of particular processes inside the 
fi1m, and which is neither codified, not easy to codify. This is the type of technologicai 
capability that can only be acquired by ·doing'. Thirdiy, whilst some knowledge may 
accumulate 'spontanecusly' through the experience of production, for the r..ost part the 
accumulation of technological capabilities depends on the allocation of time and· effort by the 
personnel of the firm, and depends on explicit management decisions. 

But though accum• :iation of technological capabilities takes place in the first instance within 
proriuction units (and increasingly in service enterprises too), the broader institutional 
environment within which firms operate is also important. In recent times this environment has 
become called the 'national system of innovation' and important attempts have been made to 
describe it systematically (see Nelson, 1992). The national system of innovation is the second 
level at which there are important path dependencies. It has a number of components other 
than enterprises. These differ in form from country to country, but are present in most. In the 
first place there is the education system - especially those parts concerned with scientific and 
technical education. The early creation of a highly skilled and edL',; ted workforce is gen~rally 
agreed to have been :i key element in the success of the first generation of NICs. On its 
importance in Korea see Pack and Westphal ( 1986;. Second, there are the various institutions 
engaged in scientific and technological rese"rch (outside of enterprises). These normally 
include the universi!ies, as well as various national laboratorv organisations. Sometimes -
especially in developing cour.tries - a large part of the scientific and technical capability of a 
country is 'tied up' in these institutions and a major policy problem is how to relat.! this 
capability to national development objectives. Sometimes also - as in the United States for 
example - these institutions gr:!w out of major national programmes - like the space 
programme 0r defence programmes. Third, there are a set of important ancJlary institutions -
survey systems, technical information systems, standards systems, technology transfer 
orgar.isations and so on. 

In most countries the institutions making up the natlo11al system of innovation play an 
important part in technological development within enterprises, whether through creating a 
supply of skil:ed perso·ns, or through facilitating the acquisition of tec_hnology from abroad, or 

16 This and other basic material on accumulat1on oi :cchnological capability 1s surveyed in Cooper ( 1993) 
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through provision of technological ir.formation, or through the support of university or other 
fPSearch activities on which enterpri~es can Jraw. It is important not only that the institutional 
structure of the national system of innovation should be present, but that it should be 
functio11ally related to the requirerr.ents of the enterprises which are at the sha -p end of the 
process of acquisition of technoiogical ·capability. The long term development of these 
institutions and their organic rela~ions to the enterprise sector have played a large part in the 
process of technological development in many of the Group IA, high productivity growth 
countries. 

How, then are high and low productivity growth economies distinguished from one another as 
far as the technological capabilities are concerned. We can give an impressionistic, but 
probably reasonably accurate response along the following lines. First we expect that in the 
high productivity growth economies we will fi11d production and service enterprises -
especially in the export sectors - in which there are considerable concentrations of technically 
skilled persons, and where - more importantly - there is a vigorous process of technical 
learning happening within firms. Second, we would expect that there will be close links 
between production and the rest of the national system of innovation. In the low productivity 
growth economies we would expect to find firms which are solely concerned with repetitive 
production tasks, in which there is no concern with learning or change. Very little research has 
been done on these c'ifferences. but there is a good deal of impressionistic evidence to suppon 
the picture we have drawn This hypothetical description will make clear also that the shift 
from low productivity to high productivity paths is not as easy as may appear. It will depend 
on generating learning processes within firms on the one hand, and on linking the key elements 
of the national system of innovation to services and production on the other. 
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Technology, Distribution and Emplo~·ment 

Teci.:?clogical change may affect the distribution of welfare in various ways For example, as 
we have S•!en in the case of the Group I economies, through its effects on the productivity of 
labour it may produce increases in the real wage. It is also argued that technological change 
influences the distribution of welfare through it effects on rhe level of employment. So if the 
growth of output is restricted by limits on demand. high productivity growth, perhaps 
occasioned by high real wage growth, will limit the rate of grow1h of employment Such 
positive distributional effects' as may arise from rising real wages for those in employment 
could be offset by high levels of unemployment overall, with a large part of the potential 
workforce thereby committed to very low income levels. And the argument is encountered 
that the general requirements for increasing labour productivity posed by the need for 
international competitiveness, is !ikely to exacerbate the problem. The argument is somewhat 
questionable on empirical grounds since it is not obvious - as the analysis has shown - that 
rising labour productivity is a necessary condition for international competitiveness. 
Nevertheless, it is plainly of interest to examine the employment implications of the patterns of 
international competitiveness discussed above 

Table 6 sets out the data available on the growth of employment in manufacturing industry in 
the 118 countries on which the analysis is based. It is clear immediately that the incidence of 
significant trend rates of growth is much higher in the Group I countries (which also show 
sustained growth of manufacturing exports). On the average, the Group I countries show a 
rate of ~ro\\1h of manufacturing employment of just over 4 per cent per annum. The average 
(unweighted) for those Group II countries for which employment growth rates are available, is 
about 1.5 per cent per annum. The employment growth rare in Group I is - on average - well 
above population growt!i rate. The rate for the Group II countries is well below most 
devdoping country populatior. growth rates. There is, however, a considerable variation 
between countries in Group II. 

There r~mains the question of employment growth patterns within the Group I countries. 
Group I includes those countries with the highest growth rates of labour productivity in the 
developing world, so if indeed technological unemployment is an important issue in the 
developing countries, it is here that one might expect to find it 
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Figure 1, given earlier. gives a ~irst suggestion chat technological unempioymem has not m fact 
been an issue in these countries Earlier we used Figure 1 ~o argue that there is no clear 
relationship between the rate of growth of manufactured exports and the rate of growth of 
value added per worker. This was a point of departure for the argument that competitiveness 
can be achieved by different technological growth paths But Figure 1 c;hows something more 
than this It shows that in these developing countries which have achieved international 
competitiveness, the rate of growth of exports has in general, outstripped the rate of growth of 
value added per worker, whether in the high productivity growth sub-group (Group (IA). or in 
the low productivity growth Group IB 7he diagonal arrow drawn from the origin of the 
Figure, traces the line along which the rate of growth of exports is equal to the rate of growth 
of value added per worker. Countries lying along this line would not experience any growth of 
emiJloyment resulting from export expansion_ Countries lying to the right of the line - where 
all the countries in the sample are in fact found - have had rates of growth of exports well in 
excess of the rate of growth of value-added per worker. On some conventional assumptions 
about the multiplier effects of export growth on the macro economy, it is reasonable to 
suppose that this means that the aggregate impact of growth in exports was to expand total 
output in more or less the same percentage 17 It also follows that employment v:ill have 
expanded at this rate_ If these conditions are met, it is reasonable to conclude that the 
countries in this group have on the average, experienced considerable growth of employment 
as a result of export expansion, even if their labour productivity has grown rapidly 

The same conclusion, regarding the Group I countries, is obtained more directly from an 
analysis of the data in Table 6_ Figure 3 shows the scatter plot of growth rates of 
mar.ufacturing employment (on the y-axis) against thC; grov1ti1 rates of manufactured exports_ 
There is evidently a strong relaiionship between the two_ 

11 This depc-1ds on ti•e assumpuon that the multiplier 1s a constant. viz that marginal propensiues 10 save and 
to impon a1e consL1nt over the relc\·ant range of incomes_ 
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Figure 3: Growth of Manufacturing Employment vs Growth of 

Exports 
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This is further explored in Table 7 which follows and which gives the results of some simple 
regressions. Two sets of equations are tested in Table 7: one set is based O:"I the full data set 
for Group I coun:ries in Table 6 (with 19 degrees of freedom); the other is based on the same 
data set, but only uses values which are statistically significant (with 14 degrees of freedom). 
Neither set is satisfactory since the:-e are too few degrees of freedom, but it is unlikely that the 
regressions are spurious. The rate of growth of manufacturing employment is the dependent 
variable in all cases. The iates of growth of exports (X), and of value-added per worker (G), 
are the explanatory variables. Equations {l} and (4) are multiple regressions of both 
explanatory variables on the rate of growth cf rmployment. In each case they show 
relationships which are strongly signiricant at the c-r.e percent level. The intercept term is 
effectively zero. The coefficient on export growth (X) is highly significant, whilst that on G, 
the growth of value added per worker is not significant (at 5 per cent), although it has the 
correct sign. In equations (2) and (4), employment growth is regressed on export growth 
alone. In the case of (2) there is a small (non-significant} reduction in explanatory power 
(compared to (1)). In the case of (4), explanatory power actually increases when the value
added growth term (G), is dropped. Equation (2), in fact determines the regression line for 
Figure 3. 

This leads to some straightforward conclusions. First the analysis shows, as Figure I 
suggested, that for the Group I economies, the rate of growth of exports tias been the 
dominant determinant of employment growth. It is the successful expansion of export demand 
ar.d the m:.il:iplier effects flowing from it which have generated growing o•.:(put lnd 
employment. The regressions show that there is no systematic tendency for Group I countries 
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Table":': Regressions of R:lte of Growth of Employment on 
Rate of Growth of Exports (X), and Rate of Gro,~th of Producti,·i~· (G). 

Eqn. Const:ant t-st:at x t-3t:n G r-st:at F-stat DW :adj R- dr 
sq 

(l) -0 05 -0 05 o:;.u .+ g:;. -0.310 -LS9 15 6.+· 179 0.6065 19 
(2) -0.76 -0.67 0.368 .+_92• ::~.22· l.58 0.5501 19 
(3) .+.93 6.87• -0 .+5 -LS.+ 3.5 l.52 O.li82 19 
(.:) -l.38 -1.06 0.385 5 . .+u· -0071 --0.37 17.0• 1.37 0.6958 l-' 
(5) -1.6.+ -l.56 0.393 6 026• 36.3 i. l.36 0.7161 l-+ 
(6) .+.SO 3_99• -0..+03 -1.22 l..+S U2 0 :;333 l .+ 

' exports based on a high gro'Wth of value added per worker, to have a less good employment 
growth performance than the low productivity growth economies. Ac least as far as these 
countries are concerned, technological unemployment has noc b:~en a problem. This is 
interestingly in line with the comments of Fei and Ranis on Korea and Taiwan in the 1960's 
and 70's. tha! the shift to ·export substitution' (i.e the development of manufactured exports 
to replace primary exports) is a critical turning point, after which the 'trade off between 
gro"-'th and employment' is r.o longer an issue. 

This needs some qualification, however. First the result is based on a propitious period in the 
development of the intemationai economy, during which there was generally a high rate of 
growth of trade. It is not clear whether it would hold so strongly for the later I 980's for 
example, when trade was lagging, whilst value added productivity was nevertheless increasing 
in economies which were increasingly open to international competition and the pressures of 
technological change elsewhere in the world economy Second, whilst we found no significant 
relationship between the race of gro'Wth of value added productivity and employment growth, 
it remains the case that the sign on the value added coefficient (i.e. the coefficient on G), is 
negative, and it is possible that a more complete daca set would show a stronger negative 
relacicnship. The fact remains, however, that in the conditions of openness to trc1de, 
developing countries which have attained competitiveness - whether through high productivity 
growth or low - have co:;.monly achieved very high gro'Wth of manufacturing employment, 
because of export expansion. They have not had problems of technological unemployment. 
Nor is it clear that technological factors can in any aggregative sense be held responsible for 
unemployment in the other developing countries in Group II, because as far as this group is 
concerned, the growth of value added per worker nas not been significan: - at least on the 
average. 

Overall, as far as income distribution is concerned, the evidence available suggests that both 
high and low technology grov..1h paths have resulted in positive effects, through the rapid 
expansion of employment (narrowing gaps between the employed and the formally 
unemployed). In addition, in the high technology countries, with high rates of growth of 
proJucti.,,ity, th~ closely lir.ked rise in rea! wages (see Figure 2), has a!so rr:ade a significinr 
contribution to a more equal distribution - essentially through its effects on the functional 
distribution of income. 

( 

1. 
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Technolog)·. Distr·ibution of Welfare and the Gender Di..-ision of L:ibour in Society18 

Distributional impacts of technologicai change are not confined to its effects on the functional 
distribution of income and its aggregate impact on employment. In addition there are 
important distributional consequences resulting from the effects on the stn1cture of 
employment. The effects of technological change on the demands for skilled and unskilled 
workers is a widely discussed structural change. Much less discussed, but importam in 
determining the welfa:-e implications of technological change, is its effects on the relative 
demands for male and female labour, in other words on the gender division of labour 

There are few studies which deal with the effect of technological change on women's 
employment. The fo!lowing discussion and the Background Paper No. 6 (Mitter, 1994) and on 
the preliminary results of a joint study between LT?\'U/INTECH and UN1FEM on 
Technological Change and Women's Employment. 

It is helpful to relate impacts on women's employment to more general conditions in the 
labour market and in the economy. In i:;articular, there seem to be contrasts between situations 
in which there is a general labour surplus and situations (such as arise in some of the Group 
IA economies) which are approaching the point at which surplus labour is fully absorbed 

Usually in the labour surplus economies the central employment problem is the absorp~ion of 
large numbers of unskilled and inexperienced workers into labour intensive industries. Of 
course, women workers as well as men are involved in this process. However, women 
workers face some particular problems which are reievant from the point of vtew of 
distribution. 

In labour surplus economies which follow a path of labour intensive (low productivity grov.rth) 
exports, competitiveness in the face of international technological change often requires cost 
cutting by methods other than improved rechnological efficiency. This usually depends on one 
of two conditions: either a reduction in the costs of materials inputs through access to new 
sources of intermediates (or technological advance iIJ the materials sector), or a fall in real 
wages. In labour intensive lines of production where the share of labour costs in unit costs is 
high. reductions in real wages are especially effeccive. This probably underlies the falls in real 
earnings per worker in some of the Group IB countries. ( See Table 5). It appears that the 
employment of women workers may be used as a way of achieving such reductions in the real 
wage. This is noticeable in particular sectors - like garments - where cost cuttin3 can take the 
form of substituting less well organised female labour for male labour. This poses special 
distributional problems 

Further problems arise in the transition out of the low productivity pattern. Technological 
upgrading to higher -levels of labour productivity - which as we have seen may happen in the 
context of labour surolus (see earlier and also Mitter, op.cit p. 10), and in the course of 
changes in the structure of labour demand, women workers may be replaced by men. The 
gender distributior of income is then affected For example, Mitter (Op cit. p. 11) quotes 

11 This section 1s based on B.1ckground P;1pcr No 6 (Miiter. 199.;) 
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Narayan and Rajah ( 1990) as showing that technologi;;al upgrading in the electronics ir1dustr1 
in Malaysia resulted m a fall in the proportion of \..,·omen in the workforce from 80 per cem i~ 
the low· technology phase, to 67 per cent after pn1Juction had been computerised She aiso 
notes deterioration in conditions and nature of women's work. 

With more complete transitions to a higher productivity growth path in the industrial sector, 
other factors become important in determining the scale and nature of women's employment. 
First. the higher productivity technologies may open up the prospect of mere skilled 
employment. It therefore underlines the importance of prior training - a point to which we will 
return. Second, as Mitter shows (Ibid pp. 15 ff) the transition is usually accompanied by an 
accelerated growth of the' service sector. This has opened up new opportunities for women's 
employment Provided that the ·need for aggressive training programmes· (Ibid p 15 ). this 
could have a major effect in equalising job opportunities for women 

( 

1. 
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V. Implic:Hions for Policy 

Should developing countries pursue technological upgrading ? 

Perhaps the most striking outcome of the discussion has been that although a number of lughiy 
successful (and by definition highly competitive) developing country exporters of 
manufac~ures have exploitec! the opportunities offered by technological advance, a number of 
countries - equally successful in international markets, at !east as far as export grov.:th is 
concerned - have noc done so. On the face of things, it has been pcssible for countries to 
become competitive in international markets for manufactures, without being much concerned 
about technological change. This leaves an obvious question: is there any need for concern 
about technology policies in relation to trade anB competitiveness? In this concluding part of 
the study we will explore the question in more detail. A convenienr way to do this is by putting 
the question: should developing countries pursue .. technological upgrading"? 

Why ''technological upgrading"'? The reason is straightforward. Return to Table I and the 
ensuing discussion This is where the distinction between was first made between two sub
groups of internationaily competitive economies - Group IA which had rapidly growing factor 
productivity, or to be more precise, labour productivity, and Group IB which had hardly any 
growth in prod•Jctivity and in some cases (of very successful export development) an actual 
fall. The path followed by the high productivity growth countries of Group IA may 
legitimately be described as one of technological upgrading. It involves a shift of production 
and export trade from lower value added products and inAustrial branches to higher. In many 
cases, (Korea, Singapore and Indonesia are examples, but not the only ones) this shift was an 
outcome of government policies, similar in kind to the policy of the 'narrow moving band' 
which Krugman suggests characterised the history of Japanc.se industrialisation. So the 
question (what should be the role of technological policy in the development of trade in 
manufactures?) can, in light of the facts of recent industrial and trade history, legitimately be 
posed in terms of technological upgrading. 

In the following there is an exploration of whether the path of technological upgrading is 
possible and desirable for other developing countries. The discussion will proceed as follows 
First, there is a section which emphasises that for many countries the low productivity growth 
path is extremeiy important and that it would be a serious mistake if concern for technological 
dynamism were to obscure the point. Second t~ere is a discussion of the reasons why 
governMents might legitimately be concerned to pursue policies of technological upgrading. 
This is essentially an analysis of the advantages it represents as a policy. Then a third and final 
section discussed the constrainrs which such policies have to face and the social and economic 
costs of technological upgrading These are considerable and make it quite clear that 
'tech.no logy' doesn't offer easy ways out of development problems. even though it is a 
centrally important factor. 
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The import:tnce of the low productiviry growth path. Labour intensive manufactured 
exports 

Before even considering the issue of technological upgrading it is important to place matters m 
perspective - and in p2rticuiar to relate 'upgrading' to the role of low technology exports. In 
essence we return to a discussion of the early 'export substitution' phase, where countries -
usua!ly still in a state of labour surplus - sv itch from primary expons to !llanufactured exports. 
It will be ob.,,icus to start with that this shift is a matter of great importance to a large number 
of developing countries, whose manufactured exports are small and which have yet to 
establish a position in international markecs for manufactures This includes all those countries 
in Group II in our earii~r' analysis, which have as yet shown no sign of sustained exports of 
manufactured goods - though they may from time to :ime havt made successful forays into the 
international market. For these countr:es there is really no choice about the matter. If they are 
to enter trade in manufactures they will have to 'start wlCh labour intensive lines of production 
and export And since these are, in all cases, labour abundant economies v.rith a weak basis in 
technological skills, thic; means in effect that they will have to follow well known lines of 
relative price policy which will allow them to realise their immediate sources of comparative 
advantage. There are two points co make ab•)ut this situation. 

First, this initial exploitation of immediate sources of comparative advantage has characteri.,ed 
the economic history of all developing countries which have subsequently established strong 
positions in manufactured exports. Sometimes, as we note earlier, there was a rather early shift 
away from the low productivity labour intensive sectors 19

, but whether the shift was earl;· (as 
in Korea or China), or much later (as in Malaysia), the first oeriod of manufactured exports 
was in all cases focused on relatively low productivity labour ;ntensive productions or, in Latin 
America i:'l particular, on natural resource intensive lines of production. Given the underlying 
economic logic of this line of development, it is surely a pattt.rn which new entrants to markets 
for manufactured goods will have to follow. 

Second. the development of low productivity lines of production is not an alternative to 
technological upgrading but a complemem to it. This point is explored in Background Paper 
No. 4 (Cooper and Turner, l 995) The argument is as follows Characteristically the ·small 
open developing economies depend on imported capita.I goods to realise investments. This 
means that expansion in these economies is usually faced with a foreign exchange constraint 
and in particular the rate of investment -particularly in the industrial sector where imported 
foreign capital goods are especially important - depends on the availability of foreign exchange 
and so. ultimately, on expcrtS Now, technological upgrading depends on learning process 
within sectors and, on the development of new sector:;, both of which require large 
investments (and concomitant imi:;ortation of equipment20

). It follows that in so far as the 
development of low technology manufactured exports has been an important way of financing 
capital goods exports for the rest of the industrial sector, it is actually an intrinsic part of the 
process of technological upgrading Cooper and Turner ( 1995) show that, in most 
circumstances, it is optimal from a welfare point of view that policies Jf technological 

19 We have 3rgucd that for the Group IA counmcs the shift to higher labour producuv1ry took place earlier 
than mighc have been expected on grounds of labour market condiuons. ie. whilst there was still a good d-:al of 
surplus labour. 
:o Sec Pack and Westphal. 1986. on the importance of 1mponcd capital goods tn the upgrading of Korean 
1ndustnaJ sectors. 

( 
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upgrading should be preceded by periods during which traditional manufa :tu red exports are 
given priority and built up This ultimately permits an acceleration of ieami:'lg anr; p:-oduct1vtty 
growth when the shift is made and therefore reduces the social costs which ar'.! :::ssociated with 
it (and which are discussed below). 

Third, low productivity growth expom are, in an importan! -ense, a hedge against the risks 
that attend the process of technological upgrading. Thest; risks are dear. Techological 
upgrading can go wrong - both for firms and for governments - and then the fact that there are 
well established markets for simple manufactur -:s helps to limit the damage which such failures 
might cause to trading positions~ 1. 

Fourth, low productivity exports are !·vtentially very imi:iortant for the rate of grov.rth of 
employment and the eventual absorptil"ln of excess labour It is true that the earlier analysis 
suggests that in export led ecc.norr.;'..:S, the rate of gro\l/th of er-.ployment has been SO 

dominated by the effects of expanding export demand. that there has not been much reason to 
worry about the decelerating effects of increases in labour productivity Hov.:ever, for much of 
the period analysed, world demand was generally expanding fast and the trade off with 
employment grov.:th was much softened by the very high rates of grov.1h of exports. It is not 
clear that such high export gro ... vth rates will always be maintained. If they are not, labour 
absorp~ion may come to depend to a greater extent, on the use of labour intensive 
technologies. And it is certainly clear that in the Group II countries which have not yet entered 
manufactured export production, employment effects can be enhanced in the early period of 
export development by a focus on relatively low labour productivity outputs. as happened 
initially in all the economies which today are experiencing a high growth of value added per 
worker. 

There are however some important trade offs in relation to the distributional effects of low 
productivity employment. In aggregate, high labour intensity should open employmc:n~ 

opportunities for more people in aggregate than capital intensive production, but it co .. ild have 
some other less favourc.ble distriLution effects, particularly for women's employment. Of 
course women will benefit frcm the general expansion of employment opportunities, but as we 
have seen earlier. they are particularly vulnerable in situations 'Ahere it is necessary to hold 
down real wages in general. That, of course, is a requirement in labour intensive, low labour 
productivity production - where the displacement of higher waged male labourers by fema'.-.; 
ones who are less well organised has been a way for some countries to :-educe the effective 
real wage. This is a matter of employment policy and regulaticn 

:i Something of this kind se.~ms to have happened in Korea. The swilch 10 "heavy indusmes· in !he 1970's was 
an initial actempt at upgrading, which - it 1s widely agreed - was:> failure. Yet Korea's e~port performance 
remained strong throughout 
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\\'hat are the adv:rnt:tges of technologic:tl upgrnding and whv might countries purs:ie 
i ~ .. ' 

An important implication of the last s~ction is that the high and low productivity growth paths 
which distinguish Group IA and lli countries are not to looked upon as alternatives. The 
poiicy issue, for the vast majority of countries and particularly the countries in Group II which 
have n.- yet established a positiol'l in world markets for manufactures. is not whether to follow 
one path or another. The issue is rather to determine. once properiy established in in~ernation<d 
market for simple (low productivity) manufactured exports. when it is possible and desiiable 
to make a switch to a higher productivity growth path The focus of policy must be on this 
question - not on choices which do not exist. 

Why is such a switch potentially ciesirable? There 'are some fairly straightforward reasons 

First, the shift to higher value-added per worker lines of production, means that the relative 
full employment real wage (compared to trading partners) wiii rise at equilibrium (Krugman. 
l 9S7, op. cit. pp. 48-49) - and in so far as real wages in most a:iding countries in the higher 
value added lines of manufactured production probably rise faster than in the lower value 
added lines, there will also be a potenti:il for a more sustained increase in real wages. This 
pattern is to be seen in the case of countries like Korea, and the new ·generation' of NIC' s. It 
has, in general, positive income distributional implications as benveen capital and labour. The 
functional distribution of income is impro·.-ed without posing a threat to the incentive for 
capitalists to invest. This - it would seem - is a riajor source of strength in those eccnomies 
where value added per worker has grown rapidly. 

It is not clear how far these distributional advantages are shared between male and female 
workers. Earlier we discusse-d two possible effects. On the one hand, the rise in real wages 
associated with upgrading will lead to the disappearance of low productivity sectors and lines 
of production in which women found important, if low paid. sources of emoloyment. There is 
a risk therefore that the women'~ employment position may in aggregate be weakened by 
upgrading. Technological upgrading may displace female workers by male ones There a&e of 
course case studies which demonstrate t!lis kind of outcome At the same time, technologicai 
upgr~ding is associated with the appearance quite new JOb opportunities - qu:~e often in 
service sectors which become important ancillaries to classical manufat:turing production as 
incomes rise - and women workers may be well placed in these fields. 

Second, to the extent that efforts to expand exports of simple manufactures meet with success, 
the point w!ll come sooner or later, where labour surplus turns into labour shortage, and real 
wages will tend to rise under the norm:ll pressures in the labour market22

. In this situation 
some change in the rechnoiogies of production becomes inevitable if countries are to remain 
competitive. In the Fei-Ranis scheme of things, this shift in technologies to more capital 
intensive 'upgraded' technologies and products will come as a natural response to market 
forces. The earlier discussion on 'path dependencies suggests that this response to the market 
might not be all that automatic N natural - since the capacity to respond will depend to some 

=~ Some countries. Malaysia for example. seek to delny this shift by 11nport of unskilled labour from 
neighbonng labour surplus economies. 

( 
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cor.siderable extent on the prior build up of technoiogical capabilities The point is discussed 
fi.mher in a later section 

Third. upgrading not only makes possible a rising rea1 wage, but also means that countries are 
b~tter able to meet low wage competition in international markets for simple manufactures, 
from new entrant countries 'fu1.her down the line'. So upgrading can be thought of as making 
room for new entrant countries It increases a country's share of world trade in higher value 
added goods, and leaves space for other c<nr.tries to in:rease their share of trade in low wage 
and low productivity goods There is in this sense a collective interest amongst developing 
countries - in Group II as well as Group r - in succesful upgrading by other exponing 
countries. Progressive upward shift by South~rn economies in this \vay ultimately puts 
pressure on the trade shares of industrialised Ne rth, which can only be met by accelerated 
technological innovation in those countries. 23 At :.1e same time upgrading will hdp developing 
countries to maintain competitivene:;s in the face of technological advance in the industrialised 
countries whilst resisting a downward pressure on real wages The process of upgrading 
conceived in this way is, of course. strongly dependent on the international transfer of 
technology 

Finally, aside from maintaining shares of world trade, upgrading probably allows countries ro 
shift towards the exports of goods which have higP.er income elasticities of demand in 
international markets and especially in developed countries. This may help to maintain the 
growth of exports. Although the cross-sectional evidence from expon led countries does not 
show a relationship between rates of growth of expons and the rates of growth of value added 
per worker (which can be regarded as an approximate measure of l!'Jgrading), it is 
nevenheless possible that individual economies in the high productivity growth group were 
able to maintain high rates of expo!1 growth along with considerable rises in real wages 
precisely because of such shifts towards products with a high income elasticity of demand 

Constraints, Costs and Policies 

Two conditions have to be met in order for a country to accomplish a shift in manufacturing 
production and exports towards goods of higher value added per worker. First, there usually 
has to be a transfer of production technology from abroad. (The implications of international 
transfers of technology are discussed fully in Main Paper No. 2 (Kumar, 1995)). Transfers of 
technology take place in various ways, which have been widely discussed and which differ 
considerably between countries. Korea, for example, depended heavily in the early stages on 
imported capital equipment, and licrnsed technology Later, there was a shift towards 
increased reliance on joint ventures and foreign direct investment In other countries - notabl;' 
Singapore and Malaysia - there has been a much larger and more sustained reliance on foreign 
direct investment as a means of technology transfer. 

Second, the preconditions of skill supply, management, and intraf,rm technological capability 
have to be met This means in effect that the 'pad: dependent' conditions discussed earlier 

:
3 Ttus rype of argumenc, r1owadays w1deiy accepted, was first developed by Verno11 ( 1966) in his concept of 

:he product cycle Krugman (1976) gave an influential formalisac1on of Vernon's arguments, which are also 
d1~cusscd in Crossman and Hclpman ( 1991. pp.310 ff) 
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have to eXIst if the transition from one path to another is to be succes~ful. Firms must be able 
to absorb the higher productivity technologies and to initiate and mar.age le<!.rning processes2~ 

And various elemer.ts of the national system of innovation must be in place and properly 
integr<ited to the system of production2l.Amongst olher things this means that training is a 
central concern in the building up the basis for the switch to h:gher growth of j:i&uauctivities. 
So is the encouragement of technological learning processes in fim1s. And in so far as 
women's employment is a matter of special concern from a distributional point cf view, 
training and intrafirm learning processes will need to be focused on women workers. 

But even if these rather demanding prior requirements are met so that technological upgrading 
is possible, it always invoives costs. Upgrading involves a switch of resources from lines of 
production in which a country has comparative advantage ones in which it does n:>t - but 
where learning processes promise to create a new source of comparative advantage in the near 
future. (See Krugman, 1987; Cooper and Turner, 1995). Until these learning processes take 
effect. there will be foregone output and profit. It is possible that privare firms operating under 
free markets wili be willing to bear these costs, measuring them agamst the gains to be 
obtained in the longer run. 

The presence of learning effects does not always mean tiaat policy intervention wi'.1 be 
necessary. However, it is well established that market forces will produce underinvestment in 
technological learn:ng (see Arrow, 1962). The main reason for this is the prevalence of 
externalities and the impe fe~t aiJpropriability of knowledge by firms. It is also observable that 
in many countril!s, the leai.~ing process has been encouraged by sta~e intervention (see Pack 
:.nd Westphal, 1986. for a particularly clear account of the process of 'selective interventions' 
followed by t11e Korean Governments). This means that often the costs of learning will appear 
in part in the form of subsidies to maintain productions that are initially uncompetitive until 
such time as learning pr .Jcesses render them efficient. There is not much hard evidence about 
the size of these learning costs, but one can give some plausible guidelines to the factors that 
will affect them Firstly, t~1ey are likely to be larger the longer the learning period involved, 
particularly if the appropriate discount rates are high. Secondly, since longer learning periods 
are probably associated with bigger technological 'jumps·, costs are likely to be larger the 
greater the technological 'distance' bet\lfeen technologies currently in use and the technologies 
about which it is desired to learn. 

All this suggest some simple ground rules for polici<>s cf technological upgrading. First, it is 
important to establish the types of skills which are likely to be required by the 'target' 
technologies. Second, smaller technological 'jumps' will generally be le . costly and less risky 
than larger ones; the size of the jump is a relative matter and depends on the skills available 
and the degree of technological sophistication of the existing pactern of production. 
Discussions about how to 'pick technological winners' can be misleading in this regard, in so 
far as they implicitly suggest large 'jumps' to technobgies which are well outside the present 

:
4 The differenc pactems of 1echnological capabilicy 1ha1 have 10 be built up. and some of the ac11ons rir.edcd 10 

achieve Uiem are discussed by a number of au1hors. A basic reference is Dahlmann, Ross-Larsen and Westphal 
(l 987). See also Lall (1992) m1er alia. 
=~The problem of mobilising 1he capabili1ies of sc1en11s1s and 1echnic1ans employed in large na1ional 
labora1ory systems has begun to get a great deal of auenuon • often in 1he conre:-;1 of economic reforms For an 
analysis of policies in 1he People's Republic of ChiM. sec Gu (l 99-') Lall (l 992) has a useful discussion of 
ins1i1uuonal requirements 



range of production activities Probably the most effic:ent procedure wiil ~ e tv SttCK c;ose to 
sectors and proje:::ts in whic:t there h.:ls aire.:lciy been .:ln accurn:..i:!tIOl . .:,;- r~;::ab:•ties Third. the 
least costly and le.:lst nsky !earning precesses are :hose as~ x:ated with se~:crs l:1 wru.::-i there 
is already a static comparauve advantage. but where. ur till the present. :here bs not been 
much productivity gro .i,1h It seems sensible to start an 1.pgrading poiicy by try1r:g to generate 
technological learning in such sectors Fourthly, since it is imper.ant to ex:am:r.e the e~ent to 
which firms responding to market forces alone might invest in learninb processes w1rhom the:e 
being recourse to protection or subsidy It might be that such inwstmer.rs by :r:d1vidual firms 
will be stimulated by relative!y limited support - for example the provision of better 
information about foreign technologies available in relevant lines of prociuc:ion !f mail:ets 
can generate learning precesses without intervention. 1t may be best to encourage the:n tc :o 
so. And finally, technoiogical upgrading whether dor.e by firms alone respor.dir:g to market 
forces, or done with the support of the state, 1s an inherently risky business. mvoiving - by 
definition - technologies which are new to the country It is important that t'iis is reco3nised. 
and it is also important that in so far as the state is invoived in the process. 1t snouid be abie to 

put it in reverse if it should turn out in any parr1cu!ar case to be m1sconce:ved ;::-:c excess;\"''"1:-· 

costly. State bodies involved should b..! prepared to cut their :osses. This is mhe:emiy diffic:..:it -
i;ideed politically difficult - since it may involve reversing pciicies of support :o partic:..iiar 
firms and sectors 

A summary of main policy conclusions 

A main finding of this paper has been that whilst technological change plays an important pan 
in the manufactured trade performance of some countries - and whilst the fact of technoiogicai 
change in an increasingly open international economy effects all countries to a greater or lesser 
extent - it is nevertheless possible for countries to achieve a high degree of c0 . .,,petitiveness in 
manufac~ured trade. without paying much lttencion to 'technology' They do this by erplorrmg 
patterns of short nm comparati'lle advamrr;e. We emphasised the importance of this for 
policy: 

• A.II developing countries which sub-;,,,1uentl:: aci1ieved high productivity growth· and 
technological upgrading started out " 1i;:1 labour intensive manufactured expom and low 
levels of factor productivity fhese ~ypes of exports must perforce play a major role in 
countries which have not yet entered 1ncernational trade in manufactures rn a:-iy great 
extent - and which are ir. the main technologically weak; 

• Low productivity, labour intensive exports are importan·t even in those economies which 
are pursuing technological upgrading. The development of lat·our inten~ive exports can 
help the rate of accumulation in technologically more sophisticated sectors - and hence the 
rare of learning. In this sense development of low productivity exports is a complemer.c to 
technological upgrading. It is also an important hedge against the risks invoived in moving 
to more :;ophisticaced sectors 

• Low productivity exports are pocencially important for employment leve!s, especiaily if 
international trade is growing slowly So they may play an important distributional role in 
development - though they may also be Jssociated with the use of women's labour as a 
way of de facto reduction of the real wage 
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Teclmologrcal upgradmg - i.e. a shift towards technologically more sopnrsncated o~tputs 
associated with higher factor productivities, and higher rates of iearning and productivitv 
growth - presents some important advantages. It may be thought of as a process of movin~ 
from a situation of slow productivity growth associated with labour intensive or resourc~ 
intensive lines of production, to one of high productivity growth. Upgrading opens the way to 
higher real wages. and a higher rate of growth of earnings. Provided exports expand fast 
enough it need not lead to slower growth of employment It may result in the disp!acemem of 
fema!e labour from erstwhile labour intensive lines of production, but as against this, it is 
associated with faster growth of the ser1ice sector - because of ris:ng incomes - and this can 
expand employment opportunities for women. Upgrading is necessary as economies approach 
the end of labour surplus. It is also a w.:y in which countries may respond to low wage 
competition from ocher developing countnes which are at an earlier stage in the development 
of manufacturing exports In this regard, upgrading by developing coun:ries which are 
established e."<porters of simple manufactures is in the interests of follower counrries tr,·ing to 

enter world trade in these sectors Finally, technological upgrading enables coumries to move 
towards manufactured exports which have a higher income elasticity oi demand in developed 
country markets 

However, the preconditions for successful upgrading are demanding. 

• There has to be an effective transfer of technology from abroad, through some 
combination of machinery suppliers. licensees. joint ventures, or other forms of foreign 
direct investment; 

• There has to be a supply of skills and production experience on which to base the shift in 
the production pattern. This r~quires a prior period of 'technological accumulation'. It also 
requires a substantial prior de"elopment of the higher education and training system_ Since 
the issue of women's employment is a ce:itral aspect of the distributional impact of 
technological change, the incorporation of women in these technical training efforts 1s 
particularly important; 

• The n .• tional system of inno"ation has to bt ";;/ropriately ~eveloped - in pa11icular the 
network of technological research institutes nee<l~ :v be linked to prod;iction, and 
technological information systems need to be r:eveloped 

Upgrading involves important social costs, whether it is mediated by market forces or 
stimulated by state intervention. This is because upgrading involves an initial period during 
which resources are shitted to outputs which are at first produced at ;ow factor productivities 
- until the !earning precess takes over. Policy needs to keep these costs u11der control. To do 
so, the 'technological jumps' involved in upgrading must not be too big. The least costly and 
least risky learning processes will probably be in sectors where there is already a comparative 
advantage So 1t mav be sensible to start with learning in the established labour intensive 
sectors and then to move on to the next level of outputs (i e l11ose which require similar 
skills). 

I. 
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It follows that technological upgrading will not be an immediateiy reie\ant policy in ail 
developing countries. though the social investments in education. :raining .li.d technoiogicai 
support services for the industrial sector is so in most. Countries can probably be classified as 
follows as far as technology and competitiveness is ccncerned 

First a large group of countries, not at present engaged ir. sustained ex;:ions of manufac:ures 
"viii be mainly concerned to find technologically simple, labour or resource intensive outputs 
v.ith which to enter the international markets. These countries should pay attenuon to 

developing the preconditions for technologically more sophisticated production rn the medium 
term future, by developing education and training. 

Second, a smaller group of countries - which have already established ;:iatterns of com~arative 
advantage in simple manufactured expor.s - '-1ill seek to maintain and expand thes.e, i!l pan to 
generate the resources of foreign exchange needed to sustain industriai investments These 
co:.mtries should also seek to improve the technological !eve! of production in the export 
sectors. 

Third, a further group of countries wiil be \\ell enough established 1.1 terms of the skiil levels 
attained by their firms. to search for new outputs ac higher technological leve!s so as to 
upgrade production. In aodition, countries which have already successfully upgraded in the 
past will be seeking to move up the 'innovation' ladder. 

The role of state intervention in upgrading policies is clearly established by the practice 
followed in the ~1Cs in the recent past It remains the case h0wever, that even \without 
intervention, indi.,,iduai firms acting in response to market conditions will undertake 
investments in learning_ There is not much emoirical knowledge of how effective !his is likelv - ~ - ... 

to be. 
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